
ABSTRACT 

Bowden, Jared Heath. Recent and Projected Climate Variability during the Seasonal Rains of 
the Greater Horn of Africa. (Under the direction of Dr. Frederick H.M. Semazzi) 
 
 The objective of this study is to investigate the recent climate variability on intra-

seasonal, interannual, and decadal time scales for the Greater Horn of Africa for the seasons 

of October, November, December (OND) and March, April, May (MAM). We use Empirical 

Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) to separate the variability. The observed climate variability is 

used to characterize the historical Parallel Climate Model variability.  We then investigate the 

projected climate variability from the Parallel Climate Model business-as-usual run.   

Specifically, we demonstrate the observed rainfall-circulation relationships for ENSO 

during the OND and MAM seasons in relation to the rainfall over GHA using EOFs and the 

weighted wind composites.  We find that during the recent climate of the OND season ENSO 

and the Indian Ocean Zonal Mode (IOZM) occur simultaneously with strong anticyclonic 

flow near Sumatra.  As for the MAM season, there is no sign of the IOZM.  During the OND 

season, the historical EOFs separate ENSO and the IOZM, suggesting the two can behave 

independently.  Overall, the GHA region experiences positive anomalous rainfall during the 

OND season with the positive phase of the IOZM.  The MAM season has no IOZM and 

demonstrates a complicated spatial temporal pattern because ENSO is in a transition phase 

during this season.   

We also demonstrate the significance of a trend mode for both OND and MAM 

seasons.  The trend of the OND season is highly correlated to the tropical South Atlantic 

Index.  The trend is seen in all months but strongest during October.  The MAM 

characteristically favors the tropical South Atlantic Index, but the correlations are much 

lower.  Overall, the combined affect of the MAM and OND season would generate an 



increasingly wetter northwest GHA and drier southern GHA.  Somalia is the only region that 

compensates the increasing trend through an opposite loading relationship between the OND 

and MAM seasons.  
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 1 

1.   Introduction 

1.1     Purpose and Objectives 

The Greater Horn of Africa (GHA), Figure. 1.1, consists of ten countries; Burundi, 

Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, Uganda and Tanzania.  The 

region experiences and is sensitive to large climate fluctuations.  These climatic fluctuations 

affect human heath and many socio-economic sectors, especially rain-fed agriculture which 

is the primary source of revenue for the region (Serageldin 1995).  Poor rural populations, 

such as pastoralists, are very susceptible to the anomalous climate because of their 

dependence on natural resources which are highly sensitive to extreme meteorological events 

manifest the largest susceptibility (World Bank 1996).  Precipitation variability influences 

ecosystem dynamics in return influencing land use patterns and ultimately affecting livestock 

production, pastoralists’ livelihood and the livelihood of others that rely on the pastoralists to 

supply livestock to the markets within the region.  Livestock reacts to anomalous events not 

only by affecting the amount of food available but also disease and in some cases death of 

the livestock in association with malnutrition due to drought or drowning due to flood 

(Galvin et al. 2001).  Crops are also sensitive to climatic variations, in particular cash crops 

such as coffee and tea which are grown in the highland regions of GHA (IPCC 1998).         

 The GHA region also thrives on the vibrant tourist industry.  Rangelands (i.e., 

grasslands and savannas) and large lakes help support the tourist industry (IPCC 1998).  The 

1997 El Nino, warm ENSO episode, hindered tourism by damaging roads and causing some 

roads to become impassable because of the extensive flooding (Galvin et al. 2001).  The  

infrastructural damage also affects the local population through lack of communication and  
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distribution of goods throughout the region resulting in significant depletion of food and 

medical supplies for some remote areas (Magadza 1996).  Tourist facilities, such as hotels, 

are also directly impacted through climatic fluctuations.  Many tourist facilities have invested 

in lakeshore properties.  Droughts have significantly altered some services offered by many 

lakeside resorts due to the receding water levels (IPCC 1998). 

 Human health within the GHA region relies heavily on climate due to various links 

between the climate and many environmental and vector-borne diseases (VBDs).  VBDs are 

a major cause of illness and death throughout much of the tropics and sub-tropics.  For 

example, within the tropics and sub-tropics, malaria which is transmitted by mosquitoes 

infects approximately 300-500 million people each year.  As regional climate changes, 

perhaps due to global warming, it is likely that it may alter the distribution of many VBDs 

(IPCC 1998).  Warmer environments tend to support increase in rodent populations which act 

as pathogen reservoirs and as hosts for the relevant anthropod vectors; therefore it is expected 

that these VBDs will rise (Shope 1991).  Also, within the GHA region the occurrence of 

extreme weather conditions and VBDs, that thrive on moist/wet conditions (i.e., malaria and 

Rift-Valley fever), seem to be well correlated, especially during the warm phase of ENSO. 

(Hay et al. 2002).   

Overall, the vulnerability of GHA to climatic variability is a complicated mixture of 

socio-economic and heath issues.  This research will focus on the rainfall variability of the 

main rainy seasons of October, November, December (OND) and March, April, May 

(MAM), when most of the region receive rainfall.  An exception is the northern sector of the 

domain which is relatively dry during both MAM and OND with a main rain season during 

June, July, August and September (JJAS).  We include the northern sector of the domain so 
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that our results will be of direct relevance to the operational activities of the Drought 

Monitoring Centre in Nairobi Kenya which is primarily responsible for operational seasonal 

to interannual climate prediction for the GHA region.  Also, the northern tier of the domain 

may receive anomalous rainfall during the OND and MAM that could yield important 

practical implications and possible applications of information about the rains of JJAS 

(Schreck and Semazzi 2004).        

Many studies focus on the rainfall variability of the region, with particular focus on 

ENSO and interannual variability of OND.  More recently, focus has spawned toward the 

understanding the role of the Indian Ocean in modulating the variability of the OND rains.   

As for the MAM rains, the variance associated with rainfall variability tends to be smaller 

and the variability less understood.  The purpose of this research is to investigate the recent 

climatic variability (1979-2001) on the intra-seasonal, interannual, and decadal time scales 

for both the OND and MAM rains.  We focus on the recent GHA climate variability because 

of the enhanced temporal and spatial distribution of rainfall data due to satellites and possible 

impacts associated with global warming.    Specific objectives include: 

1)  Investigate circulation-rainfall relationships to help in the understanding of the 

physical processes responsible for the anomalous rainfall over the GHA region. 

2)  Investigate the nature and role of the intra-seasonal variability of rainfall 

associated with interannual and decadal processes for both seasons. 

3)  Investigate circulation-rainfall relationships to help understand the relationship 

between ENSO and the Indian Ocean during both seasons. 

4)  Investigate the relationship between the Indian Ocean SST anomalies and the 

rainfall variability over GHA. 
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5) Identify precursors to the anomalous rainfall events using seasonal anomalous 

rainfall in the preceding seasons.   

6)  Investigate the relationships between the observed modes of variability and future 

projections of rainfall variability using model rainfall data from the Parallel Climate 

Model based on Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change scenario.       

1.2 Physical Features of GHA  

Within GHA there are several regional physical features that are responsible for the 

climatic variations in rainfall.  Fig. 1.2 shows the surface characteristics which include the 

Ethiopian Highlands, East African Highlands, Turkana Channel, Lake Victoria, Lake 

Taganyika, Lake Malawi, and the Indian Ocean.  These features not only contribute to 

different regional rainfall patterns but are also sensitive to climate variations and climate 

change.  Below we will discuss the circulations associated with these physical features and 

their sensitivity to climate variations and climate change.   

The climate of GHA is strongly influenced by the presence of some of the largest lakes in 

the world.  Table 1.1 depicts the area, depth, volume and drainage area of each lake in 

comparison to the North American Great lakes.  The land surrounding the three largest lake 

basins is home to over 60 million inhabitants and is economically among one of the most 

productive regions in GHA (Song et al. 2003).  The lakes and their associated circulations 

alter the local rainfall patterns.  The mesoscale-lake circulations develop due to strong 

temperature gradient between the land and water.  In a recent modeling study by Song et al. 

(2003) they have modeled the largest lake basin of Lake Victoria.  They show that the 

treatment of the circulations based entirely and thermodynamics alone is not entirely 

satisfactory, and the classical text-book theoretical model of the lake-land breeze phenomena 
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in which the rainfall is highly symmetric about the lake doesn’t work for Lake Victoria.  The 

numerical simulations show that the southwestern region of the lake is an important source of 

warm water because it is relatively shallower and the water column is heated up much more 

quickly during the day than the rest of the lake.  The result is that the surface temperature 

anomaly field from the all-lake area average consists of a gradient pattern with warmer water 

over the shallower region of the lake over the southeastern sector and a colder pool of water 

over the northeast region where the lake is relatively deeper.  Some of the excess heat of the 

southeastern region is transported to the colder and deeper region over the northeastern part 

of the lake by prevailing surface wind flow.  Through the lake-atmosphere coupling, the 

resulting asymmetric lake surface temperature distribution modifies the overlying wind 

circulation, which in turn reduces cloud cover and rainfall with a distribution that is highly 

asymmetrical. 

The lakes are also sensitive to climate variations and climate change.  Nicholson (2001) 

examined rainfall conditions in East Africa using historical lake records.  The lakes register 

the pulse of rainfall variability in the equatorial tropics through their storage capacity of the 

excess rainfall.  Hence even single events can cause persistent changes in lake levels.  For 

example, the one meter rise in Lake Victoria during the 1961 event was coincident with 

Atlantic and Indian Ocean warming.  The period of time over which a change is sustained is 

as crucial as the magnitude.  This has implications for the interpretation of future climate 

change.  Relatively small changes in ambient conditions of rainfall, cloudiness and 

temperature might drastically alter the surface hydrology, such that some regions might see a 

change from desiccated lake beds overgrown by vegetation to expansive lakes.   
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Climate variations of lake surface temperature are also important.  O’Reilley et al. (2003) 

discuss the lake surface temperature rise of Lake Tanganyika and its impact on the lake’s 

ecology.  They show that the increase in the lake surface temperature has increased the 

stability of the lake.  The increased stability and decrease in regional wind velocities reduces 

mixing and upwelling of nutrient rich waters implying a roughly 30% decrease in fish yields.  

Their study provides evidence that the impact of regional effects of global climate change on 

aquatic ecosystem functions and services can be larger than that of local anthropogenic 

activity or overfishing. 

The East African and Ethiopian Highlands are both regions that are generally associated 

with high amounts of rainfall during MAM and OND and play a localized role in the 

surrounding annual rainfall total.  There are two physical explanations for the increased 

rainfall over these regions; upslope triggering of convection (Figure 1.3 a), which tends to be 

seasonal, and thermal triggering of convection (Figure 1.3 b), which can contribute to any 

season.  Upslope triggering of convection occurs due to the strong prevailing easterly flow.  

When the air has sufficient moisture and strong prevailing easterly flow, the flow is forced 

upslope producing clouds/precipitation releasing the instability.  Asnani (1993) comments 

that at night and early morning, there is downslope wind from the eastern slope towards the 

coast in the east.  Interaction between this wind component from the west and the seasonal 

wind component from the east causes horizontal velocity convergence, upward motion and 

showers late in the night and early morning along the slopes of the Highlands.  The second 

mechanism is due to elevated heating.  Elevated heating corresponds to a thermally direct 

circulation and convergence at the top of the mountain (Hastenrath 1991).  The highland 
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regions contribution to the surrounding area rainfall is due to the blocking of air streams 

creating leeward rainshawdows (Nicholson 1996).     

The Highland regions also play a role in producing the Turkana Low Level Jet and the 

relatively dry conditions observed over the Lake Turkana basin that lies in the wider section 

of the Turkana channel.  Indeje et al. (2001) use model simulations to investigate the role of 

the large-scale orography, large-scale monsoonal flow and the Turkana channel depth and its 

relation to the observed dry conditions.  They found that the main forcing mechanism 

responsible for the jet is the orographic forcing, and the observed dry conditions are 

explained in terms of dominant downward vertical velocity, decrease in moisture flux 

converge, and increase in temperature flux divergence which inhibits active developments of 

mesoscale circulations.                 

 Like the lakes, the Highland regions are sensitive to climatic fluctuations and climate 

change.  The highland regions are highly dependent on crop production, Figure 1.4.  Large 

fluctuations in precipitation, such as the strong El Nino of 1997, can have devastating affects 

on crop productivity.  Perhaps, more importantly is the sensitivity to global warming in 

particular glacial recession.  For example, between 1912 and 1989 75% of the ice cover on 

Mount Kilimanjaro disappeared (Hastenrath and Greischar 1997) with nearly 25% of the 

remaining ice cap disappearing in the next 11 years, 1989-2000 (Thompson et al. 2002), 

Figure 1.5.  It is hypothesized that less snow on the mountain during the rainy season 

decreases the surface reflectivity, leading to high rates of absorption of heat and increased ice 

melt. 

 In comparison with other physical features of GHA, the element that may have the 

largest overall influence is the Indian Ocean.  It not only has a direct impact through the land-
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sea breeze circulation, its potential impact is throughout the entire GHA region.  Due to the 

oceans high inertia, Sea Surface Temperature (SST) anomaly forcing can result in climate 

variability through global and regional scale teleconnections and serve as a good predictor of 

variability due to its slowly evolving nature (Monin 1986).  In recent years there has been 

increased interest in the variability of the Indian Ocean and its role in modulating the climate 

of GHA.  Saji et al. (1999) found a dipole (zonal) mode of variability within the Indian 

Ocean.  The pattern and its evolution are shown in Figure 1.6.  Cool SST anomalies are seen 

off Sumatra during May-June.  The anomalies intensify equatorwards and the western 

portions of the Indian Ocean warm.  Zonal wind anomalies quickly intensify the SST 

gradient.  By the end of the OND season, the mode begins to decay.  The question arises, if 

the Indian Ocean Dipole (zonal) mode (IOZM) is driven by interactions inherent to the 

Indian Ocean itself, ENSO-forced response, or acts as a trigger to ENSO that then can be 

driven by air-sea interactions intrinsic to the Indian Ocean.  Saji et al (1999) analysis 

suggested that the Indian Ocean events are due to air-sea interactions inherent to the Indian 

Ocean itself.  Webster et al. (1999) have discussed the Indian Ocean/atmosphere dynamics 

for the 1997-98 El Nino.  They suggested that in spite of the strong El Nino event, the IOZM 

may primarily be due to internal dynamics, rather than a direct response to external 

influences.  Chambers et al. (1999) investigated the Indian Ocean during the 1997 event and 

concluded that the Indian Ocean is an El Nino-force response.  The theory of the IOZM 

mode dynamics is still of debate and was recently discussed in depth by Li et al. (2003).  

Their theory suggests that the IOZM mode has a distinctive evolution compared to El Nino.  

Sensitivity experiments suggest that the IOZM is a weakly damped oscillator in the absence 

of external forcing, owing to a strong negative cloud-SST feedback and a deep mean 
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thermocline in the equatorial Indian Ocean.  The biennial tendency of the mode is attributed 

to the monsoon-ocean feedback and the remote El Nino forcing that has a quasi-biennial 

component.    

 The Indian Ocean during the last forty years has undergone climate change.  Levitus 

et al. (2000) show the Indian Ocean has warmed since the mid-1960s.  They show an 

increase in heat content from the surface to 3000 meters, Figure 1.7.  The Pacific and 

Atlantic have a similar warming trends suggesting that a similar phenomenon is contributing 

to the warming.  They suggest that the heat content may be an early indicator of warming of 

surface, air, and SST more than a decade in advance.  For example, increase in subsurface 

ocean temperatures preceded observed warming of surface and sea surface temperatures, 

which began in the 1970s, Figure 1.8.           

1.3 General Circulation of GHA      

    .  Within this section we will discuss the general circulation of GHA during the MAM and 

OND seasons.  The rainy season peaks coincide with the transition between the two monsoon 

circulations (northeast and southeast monsoons).  The OND season is a transition period from 

the southeast monsoon to the northeast monsoon and vice versa for the MAM season.  The 

transition period is associated with convergence along which the Inter-Tropical Convergence 

Zone (ITCZ) propagates (Hastenrath 1991).  The ITCZ can be associated with a quasi-

continuous belt of unsettled, often rainy weather (Folland et al. 1991).  The convergence of 

these flows creates strong upward motion that causes rainfall if sufficient moisture is 

available.  Nicholson (1996) has demonstrated the wind and pressure patterns for January and 

July/August, Figure 1.9.  Even though the OND and MAM periods are considered transition 

periods, Nicholson describes the air streams which govern the region’s climate.  The air 
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streams are Congo air with westerly and southwesterly flow, northeast monsoon and the 

southeast monsoon.  Both monsoons are thermally stable and associated with subsiding air.  

The Congo air is humid, convergent, and thermally unstable and generally associated with 

high amounts of rainfall.   These air streams are separated by two surface convergent zones, 

the ITCZ and the Congo Air Boundary; the former separates the two monsoons, the latter, the 

easterlies and westerlies.  To enhance our understanding of the circulation for each season we 

have analyzed the surface wind patterns for the OND and MAM circulation and the results 

will be discussed as an introduction to our results in Chapter 3.   

1.4 Rainfall Climatology of GHA 

 GHA rainfall climatology is spatially complex because of the complex surface 

features, an ill-defined ITCZ, intrusion of unstable Congo air, and global/regional scale 

teleconnections.  Within this section we will discuss the mean annual rainfall, seasonal 

rainfall climatology, and months of peak rainfall based on the climatology of New et. al 

(1999) from the African Variability and Climate System (VACS) Atlas and Nicholson 

(1988).  Nicholson climatology describes the mean annual rainfall and months of peak 

rainfall but doesn’t analyze seasons of MAM and OND.  We used the VACS Atlas to 

describe the seasonal rainfall.   

The mean annual rainfall is shown in Figure 1.10.  The areas with most rainfall are 

those in association with longer rainfall seasons and higher terrain of East Africa and 

Ethiopia.  In general, the drier regions are located in the northeast and the desert core where 

rain is less than 400mm and 200mm, respectively.   On the other hand, the higher rainfall 

regions are in portions of Kenya and almost all of Uganda in which rainfall can be in excess 

of 1200mm per year (Nicholson 1996). 
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 The rainfall peaks are shown in Figure 1.11.  In general, most of the region 

experiences peak rainfall during OND or MAM season.  The distribution of the peak rainfall 

is spatially complex.  General inspection indicates that during OND the northern sections 

receive their peak early in the rainfall season, e.g. October, and progressively tends towards 

later in the season further south.  During MAM, the southern sections receive their peak 

rainfall early in the season, e.g. March, with progression towards later in the season further 

north. This suggests that that the ITCZ migration is the main contributor to seasonal rainfall 

peaks.  We note that there are exceptions, such as in parts of Uganda in which the OND 

peaks earlier in August.  Such an exception may be due to the moisture associated with the 

Congo and the ill-defined ITCZ.    

The seasonal rainfall is shown in Figure 1.12a (OND) and Figure 1.12b (MAM) 

based on the 1961-1990 climatology.  During OND, the highest rainfall tends to fall in the 

southeastern portion of the domain in association with Congo air.  Other areas of high rainfall 

coincide with Lake Victoria and the Kenyan Highlands.  The northern sector is relatively dry 

region that receives significantly less rainfall with the majority of the rainfall occurring over 

the Ethiopian Highlands.  The distribution of rainfall and the amounts the amounts received 

are much different for MAM.  The coastal sections receive more rainfall with less rainfall 

over the Congo region.  The rainfall also increases to the north with parts of Sudan, Somalia, 

and Ethiopia receiving twice the rainfall they receive during OND.  To further understand the 

seasonality of the rainfall, we will analyze the percent influences for each season as an 

introduction to our results in Chapter 3. 
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1.5 Literature Review of GHA Climate Variability 

1.5.1 Long-term Variability 

Conditions of anomalous rainfall over GHA are generally associated with anomalous 

conditions on a continental scale.  Annual rainfall anomalies are generally well described by 

four preferred patterns (Nicholson 1996).  These include two patterns with anomalies of the 

same sign over most of Africa, i.e. wetter or drier condition occurring roughly synchronous 

over the continent, the later illustrated by the mean anomaly map for the 1980s, Figure 1.13.  

The remaining two patterns show strong opposition between equatorial and subtropical 

latitudes illustrated by the mean decadal anomalies for the 1950s, Figure 1.14.  These long-

term fluctuations tend to occur during times of globally anomalous climate.  Any factors 

explaining the variability on shorter time scales must be able to account for the existence of 

such patterns and the global teleconnections. 

Clark and Webster (2003) discuss the interdecadal variability of the Indian Ocean 

with respect to the East African rainfall during the OND season.  They find that between 

1950-1982 and 1994-1999 an SST pattern similar to the Indian Ocean Dipole (zonal) mode 

strongly correlated with the East African rainfall.  The decade from 1983-1993 was 

significantly different in which the correlation between precipitation and Indian Ocean SST 

nearly reverse sign.  They further indicate that Pacific SSTs correlation also weakened during 

this decade.  This suggests that the dynamics governing the relationship between Indian 

Ocean SST and East African rainfall during OND varies interdecadally.  
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1.5.2 Interannual Variability     

Numerous factors have been examined in various studies when evaluating the causes 

of interannual variability of rainfall over GHA.  Some studies consider regional factors such 

as the position of convergence zones while others consider large-scale factors such as sea-

surface temperature variability.  In most cases, the regional and large-scale factors are 

interrelated.    

A large percentage of the interannual variability of GHA is believed to be associated 

with the global oceans.  Most previous empirical studies that incorporate GHA or parts of 

GHA with respect to the global oceans focus on periods prior to the last decade in which 

large disaster have occurred in terms of flooding (1997) and drought (1998-2000).  Table 1.2, 

Table 1.3, and Table 1.4 depict some previous studies, considered periods and methodologies 

with respect to the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans, respectively.  Within this section we 

are going to describe the GHA interannual variability in relation to these previous studies. 

 El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the dominant air-sea process of the tropical 

oceans on an interannual time scale.  The displacement of the warmest water to the eastern 

Pacific via upwelling Kelvin waves results in global atmospheric circulation changes.  These 

changes can act to alter rainfall distribution globally for various seasons (Ropelewski and 

Halpert 1987).  Figure 1.15 demonstrates the rainfall patterns expected during the boreal 

summer and winter for the warm and cold phase of ENSO.  For the two seasons, GHA is 

shown to react to ENSO during the boreal winter with dry years expected during the cold 

phase and wet years during the warm phase.  Specifically, we want to understand the 

contribution of ENSO during the OND and MAM seasons. 
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 During OND, many studies have analyzed trends and periodicities of rainfall over 

different parts of GHA.  Rodhe of Virji (1976) used spectral analysis to reveal major peaks at 

2-2.5, 3.5 and 5.6 years.  Ogallo (1988) and Ogallo et al. (1994) revealed peaks of 2.5-3.7, 

4.8 – 6 and 10-12 years and associated each peak with Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO), 

ENSO, and the sunspot cycle, respectively.  Nicholson (1996) revealed a major peak between 

5 -6 years and contributed this peak to ENSO and SST fluctuations in the equatorial Indian 

and Atlantic Oceans, in which the later fluctuations may be residual affects of ENSO.   

To confirm the Pacific Ocean contribution to the OND season, several Pacific basin 

atmospheric and oceanic anomalies have been associated with the rainfall fluctuations.  

Ogallo (1988) found a negative correlation between the OND rainfall and the Southern 

Oscillation Index (SOI) with highest correlations along the Kenyan coast.  Farmer (1988) 

found similar results with the highest peak correlation in November.  Pacific SST anomalies 

also show a high correlation to the rainfall during OND.  Beltrando and Camberlin (1993) 

found positive correlation between rainfall over southern Somalia and Pacific SSTs with a 

negative correlation during September.  Similar results were found over Uganda with 

positive correlation to Pacific SSTs during November and December with negative 

correlation during August and September (Phillips and McIntrye 2000).  We found an 

exception during the OND season in which the northwest region of Ethiopia and Sudan are 

associated with negative rainfall anomalies during warm ENSO events (Camberlin 1995).   

Different empirical techniques have been used to associate ENSO to rainfall 

variability over GHA during OND.  Ogallo et al. 1988 performed rotated principal 

component analysis over the Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania (eastern Africa) for the period 1950-

1979 during September, October, November (SON).  Their study found maximum 
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correlation between the SON dominant mode and Pacific SST anomalies, with strongest 

correlations found over coastal regions.  Semazzi and Indeje (1999) used combined singular 

value decomposition and empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) method to identify ENSO-

related dipole rainfall anomalies over southern and eastern Africa.  They found eastern Africa 

in phase with the warm ENSO episodes and southern Africa negatively correlated with El 

Nino.  Mutai et al. 1998 depicted predictability of ENSO using multiple linear regression and 

linear discriminant analysis prediction models.  They found equatorial Pacific SST acts as the 

lead predictor.  Overall, a strong relationship exists between GHA OND rainfall and ENSO, 

but definitive studies on the physical mechanisms that could be responsible for the GHA 

climate anomalies have not yet been conducted to ascertain their relative roles.    

The MAM season has a smaller variability in comparison to the OND season.  The 

smaller variance has caused some contradictory results in understanding the relationship 

between MAM rainfall and ENSO.  Some studies show that there exists no significant 

correlation with the atmospheric or oceanic component of ENSO (Ogallo 1988; Ogallo et al. 

1988; Hastenrath et al. 1993; Phillips and McIntyre 2000).  Others have shown that Pacific 

SSTs and rainfall exists, with weak positive rainfall anomalies found during the onset year of 

El Nino, while more pronounced negative anomalies develop in the decaying phase of ENSO 

(Nicholson 1996; Nicholson and Kim 1997; Indeje et al. 2000).  Mutai and Ward (2000) 

correlate the SOI and monthly rainfall.  They found that the SOI showed no significant 

correlation during March/April while May anomalies bear some relationship with ENSO.  

Camberlin and Phillipon (2002) separately analyze March/April from the May rainfall for 

Kenya/Uganda.  They find during the early part of the season (March/April) abnormally dry 

(wet) conditions are found when warm (cool) SST prevail in the eastern Pacific.  They 
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speculate that anomalously wet conditions results from a northward shift of the ITCZ over 

the Indian Ocean.       

The Atlantic Ocean, like the Pacific, has been recognized as having modes of 

variability that lead to climatic oscillations.  Several studies have identified factors that cause 

SST anomalies in the tropical Atlantic Ocean.  One is the ocean-atmosphere coupling within 

the Atlantic sector that causes a low-frequency variability of the meriodonal SST gradient 

and the overlying atmospheric circulation (Chang et al. 1997).  Another factor is climatic 

fluctuations that propagate into the Atlantic sector, with the primary influence being ENSO 

(Huang and Shukla 1997).  Unlike the Pacific and Indian Oceans, the Atlantic Ocean 

influence on the OND and MAM seasons receives less attention but believed to be a 

significant contributor to the interannual variability. 

The OND seasonal rainfall has been associated with tropical and southeastern 

Atlantic SST anomalies.  Nicholson (1996) depicted the SST anomalies during the extreme 

1961 event.  This event was not an ENSO year.  During the event, the tropical Atlantic was 

very warm during OND and continued its warmth in the following seasons.  Nicholson 

(1996) also created seasonal SST composite for the five wettest and driest seasons 

confirming the equatorial Atlantic was associated with positive anomalous rainfall over 

equatorial eastern Africa.  As for the southeastern Atlantic, the temporal variability is found 

to be similar to ENSO with a peak between 5 to 6 years (Nicholson and Nyenzi 1990).  

Nicholson and Entekhabi (1987) showed that the GHA rainfall lagged the southeastern 

Atlantic SST anomalies by 8 to 9 months.  Mutai et al. (1998) also show a weak positive 

relationship between the southeastern Atlantic SST anomalies and the OND rains.  They 
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further speculate that its influence may be through the strength and moisture content of the 

air mass that flows into equatorial Africa from the Atlantic.   

The Atlantic Ocean influence on MAM season yielded similar results.  Nicholson 

(1996) made a seasonal composite for the five wetter and driest seasons.  The analysis 

depicted a banded structure in most of the Atlantic, with positive anomalies in the equatorial 

region and mid-latitudes but negative anomalies in the subtropics.  Rowell (1994) found that 

May rainfall showed positive correlation with the southeastern Atlantic.   

 As stated earlier, the Indian Ocean has been a recent topic of discussion when 

considering rainfall variability of the GHA region.  Of particular concern is the interannual 

variability associated with the IOZM mode.  The IOZM peaks during OND; therefore, it has 

the largest possible impact during the OND season.  Reverdin et al. (1986) was one of the 

first to associate the equatorial eastern Africa to climatic fluctuations over the Indian Ocean.  

They report that there were years when strong surface-wind anomalies appear in the 

equatorial Indian Ocean accompanied by a zonal dipole anomaly of SST and a displacement 

of equatorial convection enhancing equatorial eastern Africa rainfall during OND.  Webster 

et al. (1999) believe that this displacement of equatorial convection may be an integral part of 

the anomalies.  They suggest anomalously warm SST in the western Indian Ocean enhances 

the moist air into the African continent which then in return enhances the convection.  The 

enhanced convection amplifies the low-level easterly flow further warming the western 

Indian Ocean via enhanced Ekman downwelling.  This then strengthens the SST gradient 

further enhancing the rainfall which perpetuates the system. Black et al. (2003) suggests that 

only strong IOZM in which the zonal SST gradient lasts for several months triggers high 

rainfall over east Africa.  Model studies of Goddard and Graham (1999) and Latif et al. 
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(1999) suggest that while the SST variability of the tropical Pacific exerts some influence of 

the region, it is the atmospheric response to the Indian Ocean variability that is essential for 

the correct rainfall response.  Analyses of the dynamical response(s) indicate that the Pacific 

and Indian Ocean have a competing role on the Walker circulation and its consequence on 

the low-level moisture over the region. 

The association between the GHA MAM rainfall and the Indian Ocean is not as 

distinct as in the case of the OND rainfall season.  Beltrando (1990) found little correlations 

with the Indian Ocean wind fields, except for a strengthening of the northern component of 

the wind over the Arabian Sea in wet Aprils.  Rowell et. al (1994) noted toward the end of 

the long rains (May), positive correlations are found between the equatorial Indian Ocean and 

GHA rainfall.  Ogallo (1988) found little correlation between east Africa cumulative March-

May rainfall and Indian Ocean SST anomalies.  Nicholson (1996) created a seasonal SST 

composite differences between five wettest and five driest season for April-May.  She depicts 

a slight positive correlation off the East African coast and negative anomalies in the southern 

and western portion of the Indian Ocean.  Mutai and Ward (2000) show that the Indian 

Ocean convection anomalies regain a similar structure to the IOZM during the later part of 

the MAM season.  On the whole, the results failed to identify a strong robust atmospheric or 

oceanic forcing between the GHA MAM rainfall and the Indian Ocean, with the later part of 

the season having the most promise.          

1.5.3 Intra-seasonal Variability  

The intra-seasonal variability of the two rainy seasons is not symmetric.  This in part 

is due to differences in the mean circulation patterns described by Camberlin and Wairoto 

(1997).  In general there are three differences: 1) Stronger southerly (northerly) component is 
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shown in the lower levels during the MAM (OND) season. 2) The OND season is strongly 

dependent on the barotropic east-west atmospheric circulation along the Indian and Pacific 

Oceans.  3)  The transition between the ITCZ across the region is faster during OND than in 

MAM.  They also find that the intra-seasonal rainfall over the region can be very different 

from those obtained at the interannual time scale.   

Many studies have associated western regions of GHA OND intra-seasonal wet 

conditions with local surface westerly wind anomalies (Anyamba 1984; Davies et al. 1985; 

Camberlin and Wairoto 1997; Okoola 1999).  Mutai and Ward (2000) suggest that these 

westerlies may develop 5-days prior to the rainfall event in the equatorial Atlantic and during 

the event with strengths about 2-5 m/s.  They also find that before the rainfall event 

anomalous near-surface easterlies grow over the Indian Ocean, giving the northeast and 

southeast trades a stronger onshore component.  Camberlin and Wairoto (1997) show that 

these easterly anomalies are associated with increase rainfall over the eastern portions of 

GHA.  Increasing rainfall and enhanced easterlies are inconsistent with respect to the 

seasonal wind in which equatorial easterlies tend to be dynamically stable and subsiding, thus 

resulting in smaller amounts of rain.  Inspection of other previously published intraseasonal 

oscillation of equatorial convection (e.g. Rui and Wang, 1990; Anyamba and Weare 1995) 

and velocity potential (Slingo et al. 1996; Sperber et al. 1997) show that bursts in rainfall 

often pull off the East African coast and intensify over the Indian Ocean, where they can 

develop into full Madden-Jullian Oscillation (MJO) events.  Thus, understanding these 

features is not just in anticipation of wet events over East Africa but perhaps understanding 

MJO development.    
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MAM intra-seasonal variability exhibits a slightly different relationship with respect 

to wind and pressure patterns.  Camberin and Wairoto (1997) show that enhanced easterlies 

generally coincide with an overall drop of convection over the eastern portions of GHA.  

This is consistent with the similar results with respect to the seasonal mean wind.  Ogallo and 

Anyamba (1985) and Nyenzi (1988) associate anomalous easterly component of the mean 

wind with deficient MAM rains.  Western portions tend to behave similar to the OND 

season, with westerly wind anomalies in parallel with wet conditions.           

1.6 Previous Related Research 

 The following section will describe previous work of Schreck and Semazzi (2004).  

We describe this recent paper because of its relevance to the recent variability of the OND 

season over Eastern Africa.  Also, we use similar data and techniques to diagnose the climate 

variability of the region.  Their analysis was based primarily on the construction of empirical 

orthogonal functions (EOFs) of gauge rainfall data and CPC Merged Analysis of 

Precipitation (CMAP) data, derived from a combination of rain-gauge observations and 

satellite estimates.  They discuss physical processes related to the rainfall anomalies and 

explore a potential relationship between the climate of eastern Africa and global warming.   

 To access the suitability of CMAP data for investigation of the regional climate 

Schreck and Semazzi (2004) compared CMAP climatology with rain-gauge climatology.  

The comparison was confined to a smaller inner domain extending over three countries 

Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda.  Figure 1.16(a)-(c) displays CMAP climatology over eastern 

Africa for OND with corresponding rain-gauge climatology.  In response to the overhead 

position of the sun, the southward migration of the rain belt is the most dominant feature of 

the month-to-month intra-seasonal variability.  Comparison of CMAP monthly climatology 
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with rain-gauge climatology indicates close agreement with the intra-seasonal evolution of 

the OND rains based on CMAP data.  This underscores confidence in the CMAP data for 

investigation the variability of regional rainfall.   

 Schreck and Semazzi (2004) discussed the first two CMAP EOFs for Regional-EOF1 

and Regional-EOF2.  Figure 1.17 (a) shows the spatial pattern for the leading EOF.  Positive 

loading extend into southern Sudan, Somalia, eastern Democratic Republic of Congo, 

Zambia, and Malawi, thus covering most of GHA region, including the western sector of the 

Indian Ocean.  Negative loading are only observed in Sudan and to the west of eastern Africa 

over the Congo tropical rain forest region.  The variance associated with this mode is 29%.  

The corresponding EOF time series Figure 1.17 (b) depicts major warm ENSO events for 

period covered by the CMAP data correspond to the high peaks of the time series.  In 

particular, the ENSO of 1982 and 1997 are distinctly conspicuous.  

 The spatial pattern for Regional-EOF2 is depicted in Figure 1.18 (a).  This mode 

explains 14% of the total variance.  The distribution of the loadings is characterized by a 

dipole pattern of loadings.  The corresponding time series Figure 1.18 (b) exhibits both 

strong interannual variability and low-frequency background variability.  The evolution of 

the background amplitude reached its lowest levels during the early 1980s and peaked in the 

mid-1990s.  Overall, there is an increasing trend during the entire period.  Combination of the 

time series and loading pattern suggests that the northern sector of GHA is getting wetter 

while the southern sector is drying.  Inspection of the time series suggests a likely 

relationship with global climate warming.  

 To ascertain the identity of the two significant EOFs for Regional-EOF1 and 

Regional-EOF2, they compared them with the leading CMAP global eigenmodes.  The 
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leading global mode clearly represents ENSO variability, Figure 1.19 (a).  The figure shows 

the classical distribution of rainfall corresponding to the warm ENSO events.  The positive 

phase of this mode results in suppression of rainfall over the maritime continent, including 

Australia and northeastern part of South America.  Positive anomalies in rainfall extend 

across the central eastern Pacific Ocean and GHA.  The time series Figure 1.19 (b) has peaks 

corresponding to the major El Nino events of 1982-1983 and 1997-98 and the La Nina events 

of 1988 and 1998.   

 Inspection of the spatial pattern, Figure 1.20 (a) for Global-EOF2 over the Indian 

Ocean indicates that it is consistent with the IOZM describe in a number of recent studies.  

However, comparison of the corresponding time series, Figure 1.20 (b) and the historical 

occurrence of the IOZM suggest that the mode is more complicated.  A more plausible 

explanation is that this EOF mode represents the extreme contrast in the coexistence of 

ENSO and IOZM in 1997 compared with any other ENSO or IOZM events that occurred 

during the period 1979-2001.  

 The third most important global eigenmode (Global –EOF3) is shown in Figure 1.21 

(a).  In a global context, its features are less organized than the corresponding EOF patterns 

for Global-EOF1 and Global-EOF2.  The time series for Global-EOF3, Figure 1.21(b), 

exhibits a longer time scale than the first two global EOFs.  For most of the period prior to 

1990 the sign of the amplitude is negative with the exception of 1979 and 1987, which are 

only slightly positive.  This hints towards the possibility that Global-EOF3 could be 

associated with global warming.   

Schreck and Semazzi (2004) explored the possibility that Regional-EOF2 and Global-

EOF3 could be associated with global warming by plotting their times series along with the 
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global warming index (GWI), which was constructed by globally averaging surface 

temperature data from the CRU archives.  Figure 1.22 shows the consistence observed 

among the trends associated with (i) Regional-EOF2 time series, (ii) Global-EOF3 time 

series), and (iii) the time series of the GWI.  The convergence of this evidence suggests that 

Regional EOF2 and Global EOF3 could be a manifestation of response to global warming.  
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Figure 1.1: Countries within the study area of the Greater Horn of Africa. 
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Figure 1.2: Topographic map depicting physical features of the Greater Horn of Africa.   
Elevation is in meters with a 10min. resolution. 
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Table 1.1: Comparison of the dimensions of the GHA Lakes and the three largest North 
American Great Lakes.  (adapted from Bootsma and Hecky 2003)   

 
 

Dimensions Victoria Tanganyika Malawi Superior Michigan Huron 

Surface. Area 
(km2) 

68,800 32,600 29,500 82,100 57,750 59,800 

Max. Depth 
(m) 

79 1,470 700 407 282 229 

Mean Depth 
(m) 

40 580 264 149 85 59 

Volume 
(km3) 

2,760 18,900 7,775 12,230 4,920 3,537 

Drainage Area 
(km2) 

195,000 220,000 100,500 128,000 118,100 134,000 

Altitude asl 
(m) 

1134 774 474 183 177 177 
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Figure 1.3: Mechanisms of orographic precipitation. a) upslope triggering of convection; b) 
thermal triggering of convection.  (adapted from Hastenrath 1991)  
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Figure 1.4: Crop Productivity of the GHA region (adapted from Greater Horn of Africa 
Project, http://www.cotf.edu/ete/modules/mgorilla/map6.html) 
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Figure 1.5: Artificially generated photos of Mount Kilimanjaro glacial recession between 
1912 (top) and 2000 (bottom) (adapted from United Nations Environmental Program 2002, 

http://www.grida.no/climate/vitalafrica/english/03.htm).   
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Figure 1.6: Composite analysis of SST and wind anomalies for major Indian Ocean Dipole 
(zonal) Mode events.  (adapted from Saji et al. 1999)  
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Figure 1.7: Oceanic heat content to 3000m depicting warming of a) Atlantic Ocean b) Pacific 
Ocean c) Indian Ocean d) Global Oceans (adapted from Levitus 2000). 
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Figure 1.8: Global Climatic Research Unit (CRU) surface temperature averages 
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Figure 1.9: General circulation of over Africa.  Dotted line depicts the ITCZ position; Dashed 
line depicts Congo Boundary (adapted from Nicholson 1996). 
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Figure 1.10: Mean annual rainfall over GHA expressed in millimeters (adapted from 
Nicholson 1996) 

 
 

Figure 1.11: Peak rainfall months over GHA (adapted from Nicholson 1996) 
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Figure 1.12: Climatological Rainfall during a) OND b) MAM expressed in millimeters 
(adapted from Washington VACS Atlas 

http://www.geog.ox.ac.uk/%7earnaud/ClimateAtlasNew/ClimatologyIndex.html). 
 

a. 

b. 
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Figure 1.13: Mean rainfall for the decade 1980-1989 (expressed as a percent departure from 
the long-term mean, with station data averaged over 1º squares) (adapated from Nicholson 

1996). 
 

 
 

Figure 1.14: Mean rainfall for the decade 1950-1959 (expressed as a percent departure from 
the long-term mean, with station data averaged over 1º squares) (adapated from Nicholson 

1996). 
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Table 1.2: Articles related to GHA rainfall variability and Pacific Ocean (ENSO) variability. 
 

Author(s) Period of Analysis Type of Analysis 
Atwoki (1975) <1975 Factor Analysis 

Beltrando (1990) 1932-1983 Extended version of 
Classical EOF 

Camberlin (1995) 1951-1988 Correlation rainfall and 
northeast Africa 

700mb/200mb winds 
Camberlin et al. (2001) 1951-1997 Hierarchal Clustering 

Analysis  
Camberlin & Phillippon 

(2002) 
1951-1990 
1951-1997 

PCA GHA rainfall 
PCA Kenya & Uganda 

rainfall 
Farmer (1988) <1988 Correlation SOI and Kenya 

Rainfall 
Hastenrath et al. (1993) 1948-1987 Correlation of East African 

rainfall and SOI 
Hutchinson (1992) 1948-1987 Correlation of Somalia 

rainfall and SOI 
Indeje et al. (2000) 1961-1990 REOF/Correlation rainfall 

and ENSO 
Janowiak (1988) 1927-1973 PCA African rainfall 

Mutai et al. (1998) 19489-1988  Multiple Linear Regression 
and Linear Discriminant  

Prediction Schemes 
Mutai & Ward (2000) <1996 Correlation East African 

subregions to SOI/SST 
Nicholson (1996) 1946-1979 Correlation SST and East 

African Rainfall 
Nicholson & Kim (1997) 1901-1990 Harmonic analysis 

Nicholson (1997) 1948-1988 Harmonic analysis/ SST 
coherence 

Ogallo et al. (1988) 1950-1979 Correlation SST and East 
African rainfall 

Ogallo (1988) <1988 Correlation between SOI and 
East African Rainfall 

Ogallo (1989) 1922-1983 RPCA rainfall 
Phillips & McIntrye (2000) 1931-1960 Correlation between SST and 

Uganda rainfall 
Rhode & Virgi (1976) <1976 Spectral Analysis 

Semazzi and Indeje (1999) 1927-1973 SVD/EOF 
Schreck and Semazzi (2004) 1979-2001 EOF 
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Table 1.3: Articles related to GHA rainfall variability and Atlantic Ocean variability. 
 
 

Author(s) Period of Analysis Type of Analysis 
Hirst & Hastenrath (1983) <1983 Atlantic SST correlation to 

African rainfall 
Nicholson & Entekhabi 

(1987) 
1948-1972 Correlation southeastern 

Atlantic and East African 
rainfall 

Nicholson and Nyenzi 1948-1979 Spectral Analysis 
Nicholson (1996) 1946-1979 Wet/Dry Composites 
Nicholson (1997) 1948-1988 Atlantic SST composite 

during ENSO events 
Mutai et al. (1988) 1949-1988 Correlation Atlantic SSTA 

and OND standardized 
rainfall 

Rowell (1994) <1994 Correlation SST and rainfall 
 
 

Table 1.4: Articles related to GHA rainfall variability and Indian Ocean variability. 
 

Author(s) Period of Analysis Type of Analysis 
Beltrando & Camberlin 

(1993) 
1932-1983 Linear correlation with 

northern Indian Ocean SST 
Black et al. (2003) 1900-1997 ENSO composite during 

extreme EA rainfall events 
Clark et al. (2003) 1950-1999 Correlation between Indian 

Ocean and Kenya/Tanzania 
rainfall 

Goddard and Graham (1999) 1970-1992 AGCM experiment/ 
Canonical Correlation 

Analysis 
Hastenrath (1993) 1948-1987 Correlation between SOI and 

sea level pressure over Indian 
Ocean 

Latif et al. (1999) 1997/98 event Model experiment 
Schreck and Semazzi (2004) 1979-2001 EOF 
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Figure 1.15: a) precipitation and temperature patterns for warm ENSO during boreal winter; 
b) precipitation and temperature patterns for cold ENSO during boreal winter; c) 
precipitation and temperature patterns for warm ENSO during boreal summer; d) 

precipitation and temperature patterns for cold ENSO during boreal winter. (adapted from 
CPC/NCEP) 

 
 
 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 
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Figure 1.16: Evaluation of CMAP performance through Gauge observation.  CMAP is in the 

left column and Gauge observation of precipitation is in the right column.  a) October. 
rainfall; b)November. rainfall; c) December. rainfall (adapated from Shreck and Semazzi 

2004) 
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Figure 1.17: Regional-EOF 1 a) spatial pattern; b) corresponding time series. 

(adapted from Shreck and Semazzi 2004) 
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Figure 1.18: Regional-EOF 2 a) spatial pattern; b) corresponding time series. 

(adapted from Shreck and Semazzi 2004) 
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Figure 1.19: Global-EOF 1 a) spatial pattern; b) corresponding time series 
(adapted from Shreck and Semazzi 2004) 
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Figure 1.20: Global-EOF 2 a) spatial pattern; b) corresponding time series. 
(modified from Shreck and Semazzi 2004) 
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Figure 1.21: Global-EOF 3 a) spatial pattern; b) corresponding time series. 
(adapted from Schreck and Semazzi 2004) 
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Figure 1.22: Smoothed time series Regional-EOF2, Global-EOF3, and GWI (adapted from 
Schreck and Semazzi 2004) 
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2.  Data and Methodology 
 
 There are several meteorological data sets and climatological indices used in this 

study.  These data sets will be described in detail in section 2.1 

 i)  Climate Prediction Center Merged Analysis of Precipitation Data 

 ii)  Reynolds Sea Surface Temperature 

 iii)  NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis Data 

 iv)  Parallel Climate Model Precipitation Data 

 v)  Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) 

 vi)  Indian Ocean Dipole (Zonal) Mode Index (IODI) 

 vii)  Tropical South Atlantic Index (TSAI) 

The following methodologies are used in this study: 

 i) Correlation of indices with standardized CMAP rainfall 

 ii)  Empirical Orthogonal Functions / North Test 

 iii)  Weighting and Projecting NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data onto EOF Pattern 

 iv)  Formulation for Weekly SST Anomalies 

v)  Formulation of intra-seasonal ENSO Composites with the Root Mean Square 

Error 

vi)  Regridding Model Data – Gaussian to Regular Grid Intervals 

These methods are described in section 2.2. 
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2.1   Data and Climatological Indices  

2.1.1   Climate Prediction Center Merged Analysis of Precipitation Data 
(CMAP) 

 
 Raingauge measurement is the traditional and oldest method for monitoring rainfall.  

However, because of practical limitation it suffers from numerous gaps in space and time, 

thus making its use in climate diagnostic studies less reliable.  On the other hand, rainfall 

estimates based on satellites is spatially and temporally comprehensive but it has to be 

calibrated using ground truth based on raingauge measurements (Xie and Arkin 1995).  To 

help overcome the obstacle of measuring precipitation, Xie and  Arkin (1997) produced a 

global precipitation data set called CMAP.  CMAP is a global precipitation data set that uses 

a global 2.5° × 2.5° grid resolution and is temporally distributed monthly/pentad from 

January 1979 – present.  CMAP data can be obtained from the CPC ftp server 

ftp://ftpprd.ncep.noaa.gov/pub/precip/cmap/.  

CMAP is constructed using a technique that merges gauge, satellite data and a version 

which includes model data.  We chose to use the option that does not use the model data.  

This option allows us future comparison with model precipitation without inducing model 

bias.   

Understanding the advantages and disadvantages of each data set is of key importance 

before combining them.  Gauge observations give accurate measurements of precipitation at 

a point but are not evenly distributed over the globe.  Some key problems of distribution are 

the lack of data over ocean and mountainous regions, and bias towards populated areas.  

Also, gauge observations may not represent the areal mean.  Satellite data, on the other hand, 

are more representative of the areal mean and has a better global coverage.  Xie and Arkin 
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(1997) merged several different satellite estimates.  Each estimate has advantages and 

disadvantages and can be locally superior in some regions compared to others.  Other 

problems include algorithm imperfections and the lack of full understanding of the 

relationship between precipitation and satellite observations.  No satellite estimates are 

available poleward of 60º latitude with reasonable quality because the best cloud-rainfall 

relationships apply for deep moist convection conditions found mostly over the tropical 

regions (Spencer 1993).   

Recent Gauge-based rainfall estimates are produced by the Global Precipitation 

Climatology Centre (GPCC).  GPCC estimates exist over land from 1986 to the present, in 

which 6700 stations world wide are statistically interpolated on to 2.5º × 2.5º grid (Xie and 

Arkin 1997).  Before 1986, the gauge rainfall is based on the same statistical tool used by 

GPCC but uses over 5000 gauges collected in the Climate Anomaly Monitoring system 

(CAMS) of the NOAA Climate Prediction Center ( Xie and Arkin. 1995).  There is no gauge 

data over oceanic areas.  To supplement the error structure over the oceans, atoll rainfall 

gauge data is used.  The atoll rainfall gauges originate in the western Pacific on several atolls 

and small islands without high terrain (Morrissey et. al. 1991).  

The satellite derived rainfall data can be divided into two different types: indirect and 

direct rainfall estimations (Arkin and Ardanuy 1989).  Direct rainfall estimation is based on 

the emission, absorption, and scattering of precipitation-sized hydrometeors.  These estimates 

use the microwave spectrum in which lower frequencies are “emission-based” and higher 

frequencies are “scattering-based” (Spencer 1993).   

The direct rainfall type of the CMAP data is based on the Spencer (1993), Grody 

(1991), and Chang (Wilheit et al. 1991) estimates.  The Spencer-based satellite estimates for 
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CMAP covers the period 1979 to 1994 over the global oceans from 60ºS to 60°N (Xie and 

Arkin 1997).  Spencer-based estimates cover only global oceans because the emissivity is 

nearly constant over the oceans at approximately 0.4 – 0.5 compared to land where both 

temperature and emissivity are highly variable (Arkin and Ardanuy 1989).  The scattering-

based Grody (1991) estimates for CMAP cover the period July 1987 to the present, excluding 

December 1987, over both land and oceans from 60°S to 60ºN (Xie and Arkin 1997).  The 

Grody- based estimates use several frequencies 22GHz and 88.5 GHz of the special sensor 

microwave imager (SSM/I) to estimate rainfall.  Grody bases his technique on the scattering 

of large liquid water drops and ice particles at higher frequencies.  If there is enough 

scattering present, the brightness temperatures of the two different channels can be used to 

identify precipitation. The emission-based Chang estimates (Wilheit et al. 1991) for CMAP 

cover the same period as the Grody estimates but over oceanic regions.  Microwave emission 

occurs at 19GHz and 22 GHz channels using the SSM/I.  The Chang estimates use the 

emission of liquid water in the form of small drops (less than approximately 100 microns).  

The emission of the small drops is proportional to the cube of their diameter and therefore 

proportional to their mass (Wilheit et. al. 1991). Histograms are created by linearly 

combining the 19GHz and 22 GHz channels and are computed for target areas by way of 

observations and radiative transfer model using different combinations of parameters for 

cloud and rain rates.  The parameters that result in histograms that are in best agreement with 

the observations are used to calculate the rainfall for the areas ( Xie and Arkin 1997).  These 

estimates are best for warm rain events (Xie and  Arkin 1996).      

The indirect rainfall estimation is based on cloud observations.  These estimates use 

the infrared wavelengths in which rainfall is estimated based on bright (water-laden) and/ or 
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cold (deep) clouds.  Indirect rainfall estimates are limited for instantaneous rainfall on small 

scale but is ideal when averaged in space and time (Spencer 1993).  The indirect rainfall 

estimates includes the GOES and OLR Precipitation Indices.  The GOES Precipitation Index 

(GPI) used to create CMAP is produced by the Global Precipitation Climatology Project.  It 

covers the period from 1986 to the present over both the land and ocean from 40ºS to 40ºN.  

The estimations are based on eight observations each day where geostationary satellite data 

were available and four from polar-orbiting satellites elsewhere (Xie and Arkin 1996).  

Precipitation is estimated using the infrared information and assumes that area-average 

rainfall is proportional to the area of cold clouds (climatic-scale precipitation).    The 

Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) Precipitation Index (OPI) covers the period from 1974 

– present.  OLR is derived from measurements of the Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometer (AVHRR) NOAA polar-orbiting satellites.  OLR flux is dominated by two 

factors: clouds and surface temperatures, both of which have varying effects in different 

latitudes.  Overall, the OLR anomaly correlates negatively for every season at all latitudes, 

except for Antarctica.  Quantitative comparisons between the two indicate that the anomaly 

of precipitation is proportional to the anomaly of OLR.  OPI is obtained by adding the 

estimated mean annual cycle of rainfall (Xie and Arkin 1996) and the precipitation anomaly 

estimated from OLR (Xie and Arkin 1997).   

CMAP data is constructed by merging the gauge observations and the five satellite-

based estimates.  The merging algorithm was created by Xie and Arkin (1996).  First, the 

algorithm merges the satellite estimates through the maximum likelihood estimation method, 

in which the linear combination coefficients are inversely proportional to the squares of the 

local random error of the individual sources.  The linear combination minimizes the random 
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error.  The errors are defined over the land and ocean for each 2.5°×2.5° grid and each 

individual month.  Errors over the ocean are determined by comparison with atoll gauge 

observations in the Tropics with subjective extension over extra-tropics.  Errors over the land 

are determined by comparison with GPCC gauge observations (Xie and Arkin 1997). 

     Significant bias still exists within each individual data source.  After combining the 

satellite estimates, Xie and Arkin (1996) reduce the bias of the individual data sources.  First, 

an assumption is made that the gauge observations are unbiased where sufficient gauge 

observations are available.  The reasoning behind the assumption is that this bias is small 

compared to the satellite estimates.  To reduce the bias over land areas, the gauge 

observations are blended with the merged satellite data.  The blending over land uses the 

Reynolds method (1988).  The gauge observations define the amplitude and the merged 

satellite data determine the “shape” of the precipitation field.  Bias over the ocean is removed 

by comparison with atoll gauge data over the Tropics with subjective assumption of the bias 

structure for extra-tropical regions.  Overall, the field does a good job of estimating mean 

precipitation with higher correlations and smaller bias (Xie and Arkin 1997).     

     Xie and Arkin (1996) indicate that there are several problems with the merging technique 

used to create CMAP.  There are no horizontal spatial correlations within the individual data 

sets to reduce the random errors.  They indicate that future attempts will be made to reduce 

the random errors through a linear combination of individual grid areas.  Also, there is a 

problem within CMAP by way of the maximum likelihood method.  The maximum 

likelihood method linearly combines unbiased results but the algorithm used to create CMAP 

linearly combines individual bias of satellite data.  They chose to combine bias estimates 
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because there isn’t a spatially complete field with reasonable agreement to the “true” 

precipitation field.   

2.1.2     Reynolds (Weekly) Sea Surface Temperature (SST) 

 SST is an important indicator of the state of the earth climate system as well as a key 

variable in the coupling between the atmosphere and the ocean.  SST is also used as a surface 

boundary condition for model simulations; therefore it is essential for climate monitoring, 

research, and prediction.  Our analysis uses the Optimum Interpolation version 2 (OIv2) of 

global SST available at http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/cdc/data.reynolds_sst.html.  The SST has a 

weekly one degree spatial resolution and is available from November 1981 to the present in 

which both in situ and satellite data are available.  This newer version of OI SST reduces 

errors in the older OI SST analysis produced at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA; Reynolds and Smith 1994).  The errors are significantly reduced in 

extra-tropical regions with the correction of the sea ice to SST conversion algorithm 

(Reynolds et al. 2002).         

 The in situ SST data are determined from ships and moored/drifting buoys, with the 

majority coming from ship observations.  The satellite data are retrieved through the use of 

the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR).  The satellite-based retrieval 

improves the data coverage over the in situ observations (Reynolds et al. 2002). 

 The optimum interpolation was developed as an objective analysis for irregularly 

spaced data (Gandin 1963).  The analysis determines a series of weights for each grid point 

that is multiplied by the data increments, difference between the first guess (previous week’s 

analysis) and data.  The weights are summed to produce an analysis at each grid point.  The 

completed analysis is determined by adding the analysis increment to the first guess.  Bias 
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needs to be removed before use of the OI method.  The new OI method modestly improves 

the bias but there are differences in time and space between this product and other SST 

products (Reynolds et al. 2002).  These differences are generally less than 0.5°C with this 

difference generally seen in higher latitudes.   

2.1.3 NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis Data 

 There are two NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data sets that we use in our research: monthly 

mean winds (850mb and 200mb) and pentad winds (925mb).  The monthly mean winds can 

be found at http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/cdc/data.ncep.reanalysis.derived.html.  The pentad 

winds can be found at http://tao.atmos.washington.edu/data_sets/reanalysis/. The 

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data uses many data sources such as surface, ship, aircraft, and 

satellite data that are quality controlled and assimilated.  The analysis uses a frozen, state-of-

the-art global data assimilation system and a database as complete as possible.  The data 

assimilation system remained unchanged over the reanalysis period which helped eliminate 

perceived climate jumps associated with changes in the real time data assimilation system, 

although the reanalysis is still affected by changes in the observing systems (Kalnay et al. 

1996).  Before the use of satellites in 1979, the reanalysis is dominated by the model 

climatology in data-sparse areas.  Kistler et al. (2001) suggest that the model may lead to 

spurious trends.  Fortunately, we are looking at the recent time period in which satellite data 

is used in the assimilation process.  Camberlin et al. 2001 validated several NCEP reanalysis 

variables (zonal and meridional components of the wind, geopotential height, air 

temperature, and specific humidity) using a split moving-window dissimilarity analysis for 

Africa.  Their analysis found virtually no jumps in the above mentioned variables over GHA 

since 1979.      
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2.1.4 Parallel Climate Model (PCM) Precipitation  

 The PCM is a joint effort to develop a Department of Energy (DOE) sponsored 

parallel climate model between Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), the Naval 

Postgraduate School (NPG), the US Army Corps of Engineers’ Cold Regions Research and 

Engineering Lab (CRREL) and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).  The 

model couples the NCAR Community Climate Model version 3 (CCM3), the LANL Parallel 

Ocean Program (POP), and a sea ice model from NPG.  The three component system is 

coded to run efficiently on massively parallel computer environments.  The components of 

the system are tied together through a flux coupler with no flux adjustment.  A model 

description is given in the following sections for each component: atmosphere, ocean and sea 

ice. 

 The PCM precipitation data was provided through the National Environmental 

Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) via High Performance Storage System.  An 

important part of this data set is its contribution to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) assessments on stabilizing CO2 and trace gas emission at some reference 

level.  Depending on the reference level of stabilization, various climate change patterns 

could result.  Many experiments have been run with various greenhouse gas concentrations 

and sulfate aerosol scenarios.   

Our analysis will focus on two different time periods.  The first is similar to CMAP, 

1979-1999, and the second is a projection (business-as-usual scenario) from 2000-2025.  The 

business-as-usual scenario is similar to the IS92a IPCC scenario in that it examines the 

consequences of continuing current trends in emissions, population, economy, technology 

and human behavior.  The similarity with the IS92a scenario is because there are a few 
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climate policies incorporated which employs a more realistic SO2 and CH4 emissions.   We 

will call the two data sets PCM Historical (PCMH) and PCM Projection (PCMP).  PCMH is 

a member of an ensemble representing the second of ten historical ensemble members that 

has set greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N20, CFC-11 and CFC-12) – set in the model code, 

scaled sulfate dataset over time, fixed ozone, and fixed solar constant at 1367.0W/m^2.   

There is no volcano forcing in the model.  PCMP is one of the five ensemble members of the 

IPCC IS92a business-as-usual scenarios with similar forcing as the PCMH except the sulfate 

is fixed for the new time period.  The model for the PCMH data was started from year 120 of 

the 1870 control run and PCMP was started from year 2000 of the PCMH run.             

2.1.4.1    Atmospheric Component (CCM3) 

 The CCM3 is the fourth generation in the series of NCAR’s Community Climate 

Model.  Many aspects of the model formulation are a build up of previous model generation, 

in particular the most ambitious set of model improvements during the development of the 

CCM2.  Documentation on previous generations will not be discussed here but can be found 

at CCM development homepage http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/cms/ccm3/history.shtml.  As for 

the CCM3, the major differences compared to CCM2 include modifications to the 

representation of radiative transfer through both clear and cloudy atmospheric columns, 

modifications to hydrologic processes (i.e., in the form of changes of the boundary layer, 

moist convection, and surface energy exchange), the incorporation of a sophisticated land 

surface model (LSM), and the incorporation of an optional slab mixed-layer 

ocean/thermodynamic sea-ice component. 

 Changes to the clear-sky radiation formalism include the incorporation of trace gases 

(CH4, N20, CFC-11,CFC-12) in the longwave parameterization, and the incorporation of a 
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background aerosol (0.14 optical depth) in the shortwave parameterization.  All-sky changes 

include improvements to the way in which cloud optical properties (effective radius and 

liquid water path) are diagnosed, the incorporation of the radiative properties of ice clouds, 

and a number of minor modifications to the diagnosis of convective and layered cloud 

amount.  Collectively these modifications substantially reduce systematic biases in the 

globally annually averaged clear-sky and all-sky outgoing longwave radiation and absorbed 

solar radiation to well within observational uncertainty, while maintaining very good 

agreement with global observational estimates of cloud forcing (Kiehl et al. 1998).   

 Modifications to hydrologic processes include revisions to the major contributing 

parameterizations.  The formulation of the atmospheric boundary layer parameterization has 

been revised, resulting in significantly improved estimates of boundary layer height, and a 

substantial reduction in the overall magnitude of the hydrologic cycle.  Parameterized 

convection has also been modified where this process in now represented using the deep 

moist convection formalism of Zhang and McFarlane (1995) in conjunction with the scheme 

developed by Hack (1994) for CCM2.  This change results in an additional reduction in the 

magnitude of the hydrologic cycle and a smoother distribution of tropical precipitation.  

Surface roughness over oceans is also diagnosed as a function of surface wind speed and 

stability, resulting in more realistic surface flux estimates for low wind speed conditions.  

The combination of these changes to hydrological components results in a 13% reduction in 

the annually averaged global latent heat flux and the associated precipitation rate.  It should 

be pointed out that the improvements in the radiative and hydrologic cycle characteristics of 

the model climate have been achieved without compromising the quality of the simulated 

equilibrium thermodynamic structures, which is a major strength of the CCM2. 
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 The CCM3 incorporates version 1 of the Land Surface Model (LSM) developed by 

Bonan (1996) which provides for the comprehensive treatment of land surface processes.  

This is a one-dimension model of energy, momentum, water, and CO2 exchange between the 

atmosphere and land, accounting for ecological differences among vegetation types, 

hydraulic and thermal differences among soil types, and allowing for multiple surface types 

including lakes and wetlands within a grid cell.  LSM replaces the prescribed surface 

wetness, prescribed snow cover, and prescribed surface albedos in CCM2.  It also replaces 

the land surface fluxes in the CCM2, using instead flux parameterizations that include 

hydrological and ecological processes (e.g., soil water, phenology, stomatal physiology, 

interception of water by plants). 

 The fourth class of changes to the CCM2 includes the component processes required 

for a fully interactive and sea-ice surface.  These components collectively fall under the 

umbrella of an optional slab mixed-layer/sea ice capability which provides the opportunity to 

use the CCM3 for a large class of global change studies (Kiehl et al. 1998). 

2.1.4.2    Ocean Component (POP) 

The POP was developed at LANL under DOE Climate Change Prediction Program. 

POP designed to use massively parallel computers to perform high resolution ocean model 

simulation.  This ocean model evolved from the Bryan-Cox 3-dimensional primitive 

equations ocean model (Bryan, 1969; Cox, 1984), developed at NOAA Geophysical Fluid 

Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL), and later known as the Semtner and Chervin (1988) model. 

This ocean model solves the 3-dimensional primitive equations with the finite difference 

technique. The equations are separated into barotropic (the vertical mean) and baroclinic 

(departures from the vertical mean) components. The baroclinic component is 3-dimensional, 
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and uses explicit leapfrog time stepping.  The barotropic component is 2-dimensional, and 

solved implicitly. It differs from the original Bryan-Cox formulation in that it removes the 

rigid-lid approximation and treats the sea surface height as a prognostic variable (i.e., free-

surface). The free-surface model is superior to the rigid-lid model because it provides more 

accurate solution to the governing equations. More importantly, the free-surface model 

tremendously reduces the global communication otherwise required by the rigid-lid model.  

2.1.4.3 Sea Ice Component 

The sea ice model component was developed by Zhang et al. (1997) of NPS and uses 

the Hibler ice dynamics with line relaxation for solving the equations. The viscous-plastic 

constitutive law is applied, and the Parkinson-Washington thermodynamics are included. The 

grid is transformed such that resolution is roughly linear in distance, thus avoiding the pole 

convergence problem with a latitude-longitude grid. The spatial resolution is about 27 km, 

which provides a highly realistic Arctic and Antarctic simulation of ocean and sea ice motion 

that includes the explicit effects of eddies. 

2.1.5 Southern Oscillation Index (SOI)  

 The SOI Index was obtained from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology website: 

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/soi2.shtml.  SOI is computed from the pressure 

difference between standardized anomaly of mean sea level pressure difference between 

Tahiti and Darwin.  The anomaly represents the anomalous shift in the Walker Circulation in 

which the warm phase of ENSO is associated with negative values and vice versa for the cold 

phase.  The mathematical formulation is as follows: 

)(PdiffSD
PdiffavPdiff

SOI
−

= *10 (1) 
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where 

Pdiff = (average Tahiti MSLP for the month) – (average Darwin MSLP for the month), 

Pdiffav = long term average of Pdiff for the month in question, and 

SD(Pdiff) = long term standard deviation of Pdiff for the month of interest. 

The multiplication by 10 is a convention with values ranging from -35 to approximately +35. 

2.1.6 Indian Ocean Dipole (Zonal) Mode Index (IODI) 

Saji et al. (1999) defined a simple index time series which describes the difference in 

SST anomaly of the Global Sea-Ice and Sea Surface Temperature Data set between tropical 

western Indian Ocean (50°E-70°E, 10°S-10°N) and the tropical south-eastern Indian Ocean 

(90°E-110°E,10°S-Equator), Fig. 2.1.  Therefore, positive IODI events have anomalously 

warm SST in the western Indian Ocean and anomalously cool SST in the tropical south-

eastern Indian Ocean.  In general, significant positive anomalies in the IODI appear in June, 

intensify the following months with a peak in October with the tendency for the event to be 

proceeded by an event of opposite polarity. 

2.1.7  Tropical South Atlantic Index (TSAI) 

The tropical South Atlantic Index uses the 1°×1° Optimal Interpolation SST and the 

Global Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature data sets.  The climatology base for the 

anomalies is 1951-2000.  The SST anomalies are generated from the equator - 20°S and 

10°E-30°W.  The area average is then used to compute the index time series (Enfield et al. 

1999).  The TSAI data can be found at http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/Correlation/tsa.data.   
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2.2 Methodology 

2.2.1 Linear Correlation 

 Linear correlation is a well known statistical tool within meteorology and 

climatology.  Our study uses seasonal mean correlations between standardized CMAP 

rainfall data (1979-2000) and the SOI / TSAI.  For seasonal mean correlations, a value is 

calculated for each year for both the index time series and the standardized CMAP rainfall 

data.  A correlation is then calculated from these seasonal means.  The correlations were 

computed using a software package available through the Climate Diagnostic Center website, 

http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/Correlation/. 

2.2.2 Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) 

EOF is a statistical tool that compresses geophysical data fields in space and time.  

The technique allows us to explain the variance-covariance of the data through a few modes 

of variability.  The modes that account for the largest percent of the original variability are 

considered significant.  These modes can be represented by orthogonal spatial patterns 

(eigenvectors) and corresponding time series (principal components).  Two modes are 

spatially and temporally uncorrelated due to the orthogonal nature of the EOF (Peixoto 

1992).  In general, the advantages and disadvantages of EOF are as outlined below. 

Advantages of EOF: 

1) Compact representation of the data. 

2) Produces index time series which explains the greatest amount of variability. 

3) Convenient method for characterizing the dominant spatial patterns of variability. 
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Disadvantages of EOF:   

1) Can be sensitive to spatial domain and time period. 

2) Features can be mixed between EOFs if their eigenvalues are similar and the degrees of 

freedom in the time series are too small. 

3) No guarantee that the EOF pattern has physical meaning. 

  The mathematical formulation of EOF starts by obtaining the temporal anomalies 

(X’) of the variable of interest at every point in the data spatial domain.  The anomalies, 

equation 2, retain the same physical dimension as the original data, and exhibit the same 

variance and correlation (Wilks 1995).  The variance (S), equation 3, which is a measure of 

the spread of the distribution, must also be calculated to standardize the data matrix, equation 

4.  Once the data is standardized, the correlation matrix (R), equation 5, is computed to 

determine how stations correlate with each other.  We then generate eigenvalues (?) using the 

characteristic equation determinant, equation 6.  Each eigenvalue correspond to the variance 

of EOFi.  Using the row reduction method, we then get eigenvectors, ei, in association with 

each eigenvalue.  The eigenvectors give the spatial pattern for EOFi.  Finally, we construct 

the EOF time series for each mode using eigenvectors and standardized data, seen in 

equation 7.   

XXX −='  (2) 
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where i corresponds to space; k corresponds to time; p corresponds to # of points 
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ei
 – eigenvector of R matrix; Zk – data at time t.  

 The question arises as to how few principal components can be retained without 

discarding important information carried in the original data.  There is not a single clear 

criterion that can be used to choose this number of principal components that are best 
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retained in a given circumstance.  We test for nondegeneracy of the modes using qualitative 

and quantitative measures.  The qualitative analysis is based on three measures: the scree 

graph which graphically displays the magnitude of the eigenvalue as a function of the 

principal-component in which the noise is separated by a distinct separation between two 

corresponding eigenvalues; relating the spatial patterns to known physical processes such as 

ENSO; or for regional EOF analysis, recognizing pattern similarities and the corresponding 

time series with known physically significant EOFs.  The quantitative measure we use is 

comparing each eigenvalue to the amount of the joint variance reflected in the “average” 

eigenvalue.  Principal components whose eigenvalues are above this threshold are retained 

(Wilks 1995).  This set of selection rules can be summarized by the criterion 

Retain ?m if ∑ =
>

K

k kkm S
K
T

1 ,λ  (8) 

where Sk,k is the sample variance of the kth element of x.  We will adopt the Kaiser rule 

which retains the principal components accounting for more than the average amount of the 

total variance.  Thus, Kaiser’s rule uses equation 8 with the threshold parameter T=1.  There 

are other selection rules that are more robust such as the Monte Carlo technique, but 

generating the random eigenvalues for such a large dimension data set becomes excessive.      

2.2.3 Projecting NCEP Reanalysis Variables onto EOF Patterns 

2.2.3.1 Reconstructed Data Proof 

 The original standardized data can be retrieved by multiplying the EOF time series 

and the eigenvectors.  We will use an example proof with its formulation to demonstrate the 

reconstruction. The reconstruction is based on standardized data for three stations for four 

years.  There can be p number of stations for t years, Ztp. 
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Year Lodwar Moyale Mandera 

1961 1.71866; Z11 1.70223; Z12 1.67722; Z1p 

1962 -0.76551; Z21 -0.74824; Z22 -0.77252; Z2p 

1963 -0.42201; Z31 -0.26787; Z32 -0.15159; Z3p 

1964 -0.53114; Zt1 -0.68613; Zt2 -0.75311; Ztp 

 

Using the EOF method, we can generate the Eigenvectors for p number of points and i 

number of modes; Epi. 

 

 

 

 

From the eigenvectors we can generate the EOF time series by multiplying the eigenvectors 

and the standardized data.  For example, the EOF time series for 1961 can be constructed as 

follows: 

E11Z11 + E21Z12+Ep1Z1p = A11 – mode 1 1961 EOF time series 

0.576*1.71866 + -0.756*1.70223 + 0.577*1.67722 = 2.943 

E12Z11 + E22Z12+Ep2Z1p = A12 – mode 2 1961 EOF time series 

-0.756*1.71866 + 0.110*1.70223 + 0.645*1.67722 = -0.068 

E1iZ11 + E2iZ12+EpiZ1p = A1i – mode i 1961 EOF time series 

0.310*1.71866 + -0.808*1.70223 + 0.501*1.67722 = -0.024 

 

0.576; E11 -0.756: E12 0.310; E1i 

0.579; E21 0.110; E22 -0.808; E2i 

0.577; Ep1 0.645; Ep2 0.501; Epi 
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MODE 1 2 3 

1961 2.943;  A11 -0.068; A12 -0.024; A1i 

1962 -1.320; A21 0.0154; A22 -0.020; A2i 

1963 -0.486; A31 0.20; A32 0.010; A3i 

1964 -1.138; At1 -0.143; At2 0.012; Ati 

 

 Now, we have to multiply the EOF time series and the eigenvectors to reconstruct the 

original data.  For example, we can reconstruct the data for Lodwar for 1961.  The only 

difference here is truncation error introduced when rounding the data for demonstration 

purposes.   

A11E11 + A12E12 + A1iEi = Z11 

2.943*0.576 + -0.068*-0.756 + -.024*0.310 = 1.73914 

2.2.3.2 Projecting the NCEP Reanalysis Data – Reasoning and Method 

 The reconstruction of the original data suggests that other data can be projected onto 

the different modes of variability by using the EOF time series.  In our case we project the 

wind at different levels to demonstrate the three dimensional flow associated with the 

different modes of variability.  Below is mathematical description of how to project data onto 

the different modes of variability. 

1) Generate anomalous wind field for the same season as the EOF, here OND and MAM, for 

each year, t, the EOF was conducted; uuut −=' . 

2) Generate EOF time series; [ ] )amp(E0Fit = 
Z

Z
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3) Generate the weighted,w, field at time t; amp(EOFi t)*u’t = Utw. 

4) Generate the mean field for n number of years and project the data; Uf = 
n

Utw
n

1t
∑

=
 

2.2.4 Formulation of Weekly SST Anomalies  

 The base climatology (1982-2002) for each week of the year was generated using 

NOAA’s optimally interpolated satellite and in-situ dataset (OIv2).  From each base 

climatology map, we constructed an anomaly map for the Indian Ocean for certain years.  

The years chosen had a positive/negative phase of the Indian Ocean Dipole (zonal) mode.  

The purpose is to see if there are any significant changes in the Indian Ocean basin on an 

intra-seasonal time scale during the Indian Ocean Zonal mode which seem to correspond to 

positive rainfall over GHA (Black et al. 2003; Clark et al. 2003; among others).  We overlay 

the 925mb pentad wind field that is closest to the weekly SST anomaly chosen.  The 925mb 

level is a good representation of the wind driven ocean circulation.  We use the wind to 

diagnose the SST anomalies and their possible influence on moisture transport into GHA.      

2.2.5 Formulation of Intra-seasonal ENSO Composites / RMSE 

 The intra-seasonal ENSO composites were generated using the pentad EOF time 

series in conjunction with the seasonal SOI index.  The composites are made using the 

strongest index years indicated by SOI larger than +/-10.  The EOF time series are sorted into 

the SOI years for each pentad and averaged to generate the composite.  To test the robustness 

of the result, we superimpose the root mean square error associated with each pentad.  The 

root mean square error, equation 8, simply takes the square root of the average squared  
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differences between average of the pentad for ENSO (o) and the values of each individual 

pentad (y) for M number of ENSO events. 

∑
=

−=
M

1m

2
mm )oy(

M
1

RMSE (8) 

2.2.6 Regridding Model Data  

 The PCM model outputs data onto a 128° X 64° gaussian grid.  To produce a global 

EOF for the model precipitation data, the data was regridded onto a 2.5° X 2.5° grid, similar 

to CMAP.  We used a regridding software package developed by Mike Fiorino at Lawrence 

Livermore National Laboratory which can be obtained at http://tenkimap.com/grads/udf/.   

The package offers several transform options in which we use the box averaging method.  

The box averaging method is an area-weighted integral of all input grid boxes which intersect 

an output grid box, divided by the area of the output grid box.  This approach is appropriate 

when one wants to approximately conserve an integral quantity.  Fig. 2.2 demonstrates the 

global precipitation before (a) and after (b) regridding for March 2000.  The global 

precipitation field spatial structure agrees very well with the regridding technique but does 

under estimate rainfall in some locations, such as the coast of West Africa.    

Nine point filtering technique, which reduced the global resolution from 2.5° to 7.5°, 

was applied to the global data set before taking a Global EOF.  Application of the filtering 

technique reduced the demand for computer memory. 
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Figure 2.1: Blue boxes are areas used in construction of the IODI. 
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Figure 2.2: a) Global precipitation on March 2000 before using box-area average. b) Global 
precipitation on March 2000 after using box-area average. 

 
 

a. 

b. 
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3. Results and Discussion: OND Season 
 

This chapter will describe the general climate and associated climate variability 

during OND season over GHA.  We will describe the general GHA climate based on our 

analysis of precipitation and wind patterns.  We then will address the specific objectives 

mentioned in Chapter 1. 

3.1 General Climate of GHA during OND 

 In chapter 1, we describe the seasonal rainfall with highest rainfall over the 

southeastern portion of the domain in association with Congo air and the Highlands of GHA.  

To understand their relationship to the total annual contribution of rainfall, we generated a 

climatological field of the percent influence of this season contribution to the annual total 

using the Climate Research Unit (New et al. 1999) precipitation.  The base period for the 

climatology is from 1960 -1990.  Figure 3.1, depicts the percent contribution of the seasonal 

OND contribution to the annual total.  The percent influence agrees well with the total 

rainfall received during OND with central Kenya and the Congo tropical rainforest receiving 

a significant portion of the rainfall during the season.  The rainfall associated with the central 

Kenya Highlands is to the east of the region.  This suggests that easterly flow from the Indian 

Ocean is forced upslope generating the substantial rainfall.  Interestingly, the coast of Kenya 

receives smaller proportion of the annual rainfall total.  It has been noted that similar region 

coincides with excessively strong rainfall during warm ENSO years (Black et al. 2003).  As 

for the Congo tropical rainforest, the Walker circulation climatologically resides over the 

region.  Other regions such as Somalia receive up to 40% of the total annual rainfall during 

the OND season while Sudan and Ethiopia receive around 5%-10%.  As suggested by 

Schreck and Semazzi (2004), anomalies over the smaller percentage areas during OND can 
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still impact the region by way of shortening, lengthening, or shifting of the rainy season.  In 

general, this demonstrates not only does the ITCZ contribution play a large part in the 

seasonal influence of the climatological rainfall but local features such as the Highlands and 

their interaction with the large scale flow are significant. 

 We describe the large scale flow during OND season by generating the 1960 –1990 

climatology from the NCEP Reanalysis data.  As stated earlier, the OND season is a 

transition period from the southeast monsoon to the northeast monsoon in which Nicholson 

(1996) demonstrated the air streams of influence.  We have found no studies that discuss the 

air streams of influence during the OND season.  We undertake this task to set the 

background for our discussions on the OND anomalous climate in section 3.2. Figure 3.2 

illustrates the wind field during OND.  There are four air streams influential on the rainfall 

patterns during OND over GHA.  Two of the air streams are in association with the Indian 

Ocean, a southeasterly and northeasterly component.  These air streams become easterly and 

converge along the equator.  The northerly component climatologically influences Somalia, 

while the southerly component which becomes easterly along the coast influences Kenya and 

Tanzania.  The third air stream is associated with the tropical Congo rainforest.  This flow is 

much weaker with a westerly component.  Therefore, this air stream climatologically 

influences western portion of equatorial GHA, in particular Uganda and Rwanda.  As 

Nicholson (1996) noted the northerly/southerly component is in association with the ITCZ, 

while the westerly component with the Congo Air Boundary.  The climatological location of 

these boundaries is shown in Figure 3.2.  The final air stream is associated with dry Saharan 

air seen over much of Sudan; thus, explaining the smaller portions of rainfall received over 

this area during OND. 
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3.2 Rainfall-Circulation Relationships 

3.2.1 Regional EOF1 - Seasonal 

Schreck and Semazzi (2004) ascertained the identity of the Regional CMAP EOF1 by 

examining the leading CMAP global eigenmode.  They found the leading global eigenmode 

is associated with ENSO variability.  The global eigenmode shows GHA experiencing 

enhanced rainfall, which is consistent with the loadings’ distribution of Regional CMAP 

EOF1.   Therefore, they concluded that Regional EOF1 represents ENSO variability.  We 

provide further confirmation that Regional CMAP EOF1 is associated with ENSO variability 

by correlating CMAP standardized rainfall (1979-2000) over GHA (13.75°S - 16.25°N, 

21.25°E - 51.25°E) with the SOI Index. The correlation strongly resembles the Regional 

EOF1 pattern, Figure 3.3.  Positive correlations are observed in Sudan and to the west of 

GHA over the Congo tropical rainforest.  Negative correlations are found over Somalia, 

Zambia, Malawi, and eastern Democratic Republic of Congo.  Negative correlations indicate 

positive rainfall during the warm phase of ENSO and vice versa for the positive correlations.     

To extend on the investigation of the rainfall-circulation relationships of Schreck and 

Semazzi (2004), regarding the low-level 850mb circulation associated with ENSO 

variability, we project NCEP seasonal mean reanalysis at 200mb onto EOF1.  The low-level 

circulation of Regional CMAP EOF1 is displayed in Figure 3.4.  It suggests that during warm 

ENSO events, the anomaly circulation may be interpreted as an eastward shift of the upward 

branch of the Walker circulation that climatologically resides over the Congo tropical 

rainforest.  Our investigation suggests ENSO contribution to positive anomalous rainfall is 

related to the coastal regions via the Indian Ocean.  We suggest that the coastal region           
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benefits from the weakening of the Walker circulation over the Indian Ocean.  The 

weakening of the Walker circulation creates stronger anomalous precipitation in the western 

equatorial Indian Ocean. As for western GHA, we suggest the Congo tropical rainforest 

influences the precipitation through the inherently unstable air and the movement of the 

climatological branch of the Walker Circulation over western GHA.     

 We project the flow at 200mb to envision the three-dimension circulation, Figure 3.5.  

The upper-level flow is easterly near equatorial east Africa.  It turns westerly over the 

northern and southern portions of the domain.  This is indicative of the barotropic nature of 

the anomalous circulation.  The direction of the flow at 200mb implies a strong role of the 

Indian Ocean circulation; therefore, we believe that a significant portion of the ENSO mode 

is closely linked with the anomalous conditions over the Indian Ocean. 

    To access the Indian Ocean contribution to the GHA OND rainfall, we performed 

EOF on CMAP rainfall data over the Indian Ocean region (13.75°S - 16.25°N / 39°E-110°E).  

The first mode accounts for the 26% of the variance.  We render it statistically significant 

through the separation of other modes and its physical consistency with the Indian Ocean 

Dipole / Zonal Mode.  The spatial pattern and projected winds of the Indian Ocean mode, 

Figure 3.6, show consistent easterly anomalies at the 850mb level in the eastern Indian 

Ocean.  This pattern resembles the IOZM of Saji et al. (1999) with positive SST anomalies in 

phase with the rainfall.  The wind anomalies over GHA for Indian Ocean EOF1 is slightly 

different from the Regional GHA EOF1 of Schreck and Semazzi (2004).  The coastal region 

is associated with westerly flow with strongest convergence offshore. 

The resemblance of the Indian Ocean EOF1 to the IOZM spatial pattern led to 

comparison of the Indian Ocean EOF1 time series and the Indian Ocean Dipole Index.  
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Figure 3.7 illustrate that the two time series closely resemble one another.  The peaks of the 

IOZM and Indian Ocean anomalous rainfall were in 1982, 1994, and 1997.   

As before, to gain insight into the rainfall-circulation we project the 200mb wind field 

onto Indian Ocean EOF1, Figure 3.8.  There is a symmetrical flow at 200mb with easterly 

anomalies over the equatorial Indian Ocean which turn westerly towards the northern and 

southern portions of the domain.  Again, this is indicative of the barotropic nature of the 

circulation.  The symmetry is related to the enhanced deep convection and upper-troposphere 

latent heat release.  Similar patterns were found by Mutai and Ward (2000) and Camberlin et 

al. (2001).  The overall nature of the flow is to weaken the Indian Ocean Walker cell. 

The relationship between the GHA anomalous rainfall and the Indian Ocean can be 

potentially explained in terms of locality within the GHA region with respect to the 

climatological flow and the anomalous circulation caused by the SST anomalies.  The largest 

loadings tend to parallel the coastal regions of GHA, Figure 3.6.  We believe that the 

northern potions of coastal Somalia experience anomalous rainfall, though not as strong as 

the equatorial region, through a slightly different alignment of the sources of variability in 

comparison to the southern portion of coastal Somalia and coastal Kenya.  The explanation is 

linked into comparison between the climatological flow and anomalous low-level flow in 

relation to SST anomalies and moisture flux.  The climatological flow is stronger over 

northern Somalia in comparison to coastal Kenya and southern Somalia; therefore, the 

anomalous flow over the equatorial region can switch the direction of the wind.  Figure 3.9, 

illustrates the Indian Ocean weighted wind composite with equatorial regions experiencing 

wind anomalies opposite of the climatological winds.  As for northern Somalia, the winds 

favor the climatological winds.  Based on the climatological versus anomalous winds over 
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the different regions, we propose the following relationship between GHA anomalous rainfall 

and Indian Ocean SST anomalies.  The warm SST anomalies off the coastal region of GHA 

increase the moisture flux which can be transported inland via anomalous onshore flow.  

Northern Somalia experiences excess rainfall through an increase in moisture and enhanced 

convergence due to increasing momentum of the wind.  As for the southern portions of 

coastal Sudan and Kenya, we suggest two possible hypothesis.  The first hypothesis begins 

with warm SST anomalies generating anomalous low-pressure in the western Indian Ocean 

and offshore flow over GHA.  Here the SST field is much warmer than surrounding areas, 

hence the lowest pressure and increasing moisture.  The climatological wind field is 

weakened but towards the coast driving the moisture into southern Sudan and Kenya where 

the presence of the ITCZ creates strong anomalies.  The second hypothesis is when the 

offshore component becomes strong enough to overcome the climatological flow limiting the 

inflow of moisture and the Indian Ocean SST influence.  Such scenarios could be the 

hypothetical cause for the different ENSO flavors over the GHA region.  We do not believe 

the northern portions of Sudan would be sensitive to different flavors of ENSO.  In this case 

the climatological wind in almost parallel with the anomalous low-level onshore flow, but the 

neighboring Indian Ocean SST must be significantly strong enough to alter the moisture flux.    

The interior of the GHA region experiences anomalous rainfall far from the coastal 

regions as described above.  The anomalies decrease towards the west..  We believe that 

western GHA anomalies progressively become smaller because the contribution of the Indian 

Ocean is limited to the region east of the Highlands where the moisture from the Indian 

Ocean can penetrate most efficiently.  We then investigate the rainfall-circulation 

relationships that exist within the western portions of GHA and propose possible links to the 
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anomalous circulation.  Examination of the low-level flow, Figure 3.4, for GHA EOF 1 

depicts there is westerly flow originating from the Congo tropical rainforest with an 

exception of the region along the southern equatorial region between 3°N and 5°S.  The 

westerly anomalies are associated with characteristically unstable moist and warm Congo air.  

Even in the absence of large scale forcing this air can create significant rainfall due to its 

inherent instability.  The easterly wind anomalies between 3°N and 5°S weakens east of the 

East African Highlands but becomes stronger to the west of the Highlands.  We believe the 

strengthening of the winds west of the Highlands is indicative of the Walker Circulation 

penetrating equatorial east Africa.  Therefore, we propose two mechanisms responsible for 

anomalous rainfall over western GHA: protrusion of unstable Congo tropical rainforest air in 

the northern and southern GHA and a shift in the equatorial Walker Circulation towards 

western GHA.    

3.2.2 Regional CMAP EOF2 - Seasonal 

Regional CMAP EOF2 is a decadal trend mode with potential connection to global 

warming (Schreck and Semazzi 2004).  They show the mode to be significant and consistent 

with global EOF3 over the GHA region both in space and time.  The decadal trend was also 

consistent with the increasing global warming signal of the Hadley Climate Research Unit 

global temperature analysis.  We expand on the findings made by Schreck and Semazzi 

(2004) regarding the decadal trend by examining possible connection with the tropical South 

Atlantic.  Levitus et al. (2000) show that the global oceans have warmed since the mid-

1960’s with largest warming over the Atlantic Ocean.  Correlating CMAP rainfall (1979-

2000) with the tropical South Atlantic Index (TSAI) depicts a similar spatial pattern 

compared to Regional CMAP EOF2, Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, respectively.  Positive 
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correlation is indicative of positive anomalous rainfall and vice versa.  Comparison of the 

TSAI and Regional CMAP EOF2 time series of Figure 3.12 reveal similar trends but the 

interannual variability of the trend can be out of phase.  For example, in 1984 the tropical 

South Atlantic was anomalously warm, but the GHA region experienced negative anomalous 

rainfall.  Previous study of Mutai and Ward (2000) show the Atlantic is a significant 

contributor to the predictability of the rainfall during OND.  Our investigation suggests that 

the rainfall variability of Regional CMAP EOF2 trend is associated with variability of the 

tropical South Atlantic which has warmed since the mid-1960s, possibly due to global 

warming.   We suggest the decadal trend is associated with a low background frequency in 

which moisture capacity increases as the Atlantic Ocean warms.  As for the interannual 

oscillations, a significantly warm south Atlantic can alter the intensity or direction of the 

wind plausibly explaining the out of phase relationship between the GHA rainfall and the 

SST over the tropical south Atlantic.    

The rainfall-circulation relationships associated with the low-level circulation 

(850mb) of the trend mode were documented by Schreck and Semazzi (2004).  They describe 

the low-level flow associated with the split anomalies over GHA.  The northern region 

experiences positive anomalous rainfall with primary flow from the rainfall-deficient 

southern region of eastern Africa.  Our investigation weights the 200mb winds to help 

understand the three dimensional structure of the mode, Figure 3.13.  The flow tends to be 

westerly across the region.  The flow seems to be in the same direction as the lower level but 

the anomalous wind speed is larger at 200mb.  Also, the flow changes direction with height 

near northern Somalia.  The circulation is inherently more difficult to understand because of 
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the baroclinic nature of this mode.  Further investigation of the origin of the flow may be 

helpful in understanding the rainfall anomalies and corresponding circulation.    

3.3 ENSO-Indian Ocean Relationship 

To diagnose the relationship between ENSO and the Indian Ocean, we use CMAP 

Global weighted wind composites and zoom onto the Maritime Continent and the 

surrounding oceans (35°S - 35°N / 60°E -160°E).  There are two statistically significant 

composites as stated by Schreck and Semazzi (2004) that represent a relationship between 

ENSO and the Indian Ocean: Global CMAP EOF1 and Global CMAP EOF2.  As stated 

earlier, Global CMAP EOF1 clearly represents ENSO variability.  As for Global CMAP 

EOF2, the spatial pattern over the Indian Ocean is consistent with the IOZM described in a 

number of recent studies (Saji et al. 1999; Clark et al. 2003; Black et al. 2003; among others), 

but in comparison to the historical occurrence of the IOZM events Global CMAP EOF2 is 

more complicated (Schreck and Semazzi 2004).  They show that 1982 and 1994 were IOZM 

events, yet the amplitude of Global CMAP EOF2 was close to zero, Figure 3.14.  They 

speculate that Global CMAP EOF2 represents the extreme contrast in the coexistence of 

ENSO and the IOZM in 1997 compared with any other ENSO or IOZM events that occurred 

during the period 1979-2001.  Our objective here is to examine the rainfall circulation 

relationships of these two modes and try to determine the plausible cause of the separation of 

the 1997 case through the examination of the circulation. 

Global CMAP EOF1 is characterized by a strong zonal gradient in the Indian Ocean 

and the classical distribution of rainfall corresponding to warm ENSO events (Rasmusson 

and Carpenter 1982).  High anomalous peaks occurred in 1982, 1994, 1997 and low 
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anomalous peaks during 1983, 1988, 1998 and 1999, Figure 3.15.  In comparison with the 

seasonal SOI index, the peaks agree with exception of 1983, Figure 3.16.   

Global CMAP EOF1 rainfall-circulation of the Maritime Continent and surrounding 

Pacific and Indian Oceans can be explained through the anomalous Walker circulation.  

Examining the anomalous flow at 200mb, Figure 3.17, indicates that there are two upper 

level lows with one located over Australia and the other over China.  The upper level low 

pressure systems correspond to a region of convergence in the western Pacific.  The upper 

level convergence over the western Pacific creates an anomalous Walker cell with sinking 

motion and dry conditions for the maritime continent and Australia during warm ENSO 

events.  The sinking motion acts as an atmospheric heat sink and according to Gill’s (1980) 

solution, the heat sink will induce a descending Rossby wave response to its west resulting in 

an anomalous low-level anticyclonic flow.  The corroborating low-level 850mb flow, seen in 

Figure 3.18, links the Indian and Pacific Ocean via wind driven ocean circulation.  There are 

six corresponding anomalous anticyclonic circulations.  Three are in the western Pacific, one 

off Sumatra, one in the Bay of Bengal and one off Western Australia.  Li et al. (2003) 

describe a positive air-sea feedback off Sumatra in summer linked to the IOZM.  They 

describe an anomalous anticyclone off the coast of Sumatra creates cool SST which enhances 

surface evaporation, vertical mixing and coastal upwelling.  The cool SST creates enhanced 

sinking motion developing a stronger anticyclone.  Webster et al. (1999) describe the El Nino 

influence on the IOZM through the anomalous Walker Circulation generated by ENSO.  Our 

investigation suggests other anomalous circulations are influential on the IOZM outside of 

the anomalous Walker Circulation and anticyclone off the Sumatra coast.  We believe that 

the forcing from the western Pacific, Sumatra, Bay of Bengal and Australian coast are all 
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important in reinforcing the zonal mode.  These areas may also benefit from the positive air-

sea feedback via surface evaporation and vertical mixing.  There are events outside of our 

time period in which the positive phase of the IOZM occurred without the forcing of ENSO, 

such as the events in 1961.  During our time period (1979-2001), the warm ENSO events and 

positive IOZM event occurred simultaneously.  We do not suggest that ENSO must occur to 

force the IOZM, just the rainfall-circulation relationships over the Maritime Continent and 

the possible dynamical explanation over the Maritime Continent that influences the Indian 

Ocean. 

Global CMAP EOF2 differs from the first mode because 1997 dominates all other 

anomalous events between 1979 and 2001.  A similar zonal structure is seen in the Indian 

Ocean as in Global CMAP EOF1.  The separation may be linked through the rainfall-

circulation changes seen over the Maritime Continent.  For this mode the strongest negative 

anomalies are seen over Sumatra and extend into the eastern Indian Ocean.  Again these 

anomalies are associated with an anomalous low level anticyclone off the Sumatra coast, 

Figure 3.19.  The difference is the location of the anomalous anticyclone which is now 

displaced further west.  Other areas demonstrate that the sign of the anomaly switches such 

as over Australia and to the north of Sumatra.  The rainfall circulation relationship, Figure 

3.20, show anomalous anticyclones at 200mb near Australia and China, a reversal from 

Global CMAP EOF1.  The anomalous anticyclones are associated with divergent flow aloft 

and increasing precipitation over Australia and north of Sumatra.  The upper level convergent 

zone seen in Global CMAP EOF1 has moved east of the Maritime Continent in association 

with convergent flow from the northern and southern hemispheres.  There is also a low-level 

cyclonic flow south and to the southeast of the anomalous anticyclone in the eastern Indian 
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Ocean.  The location of the anomalous cyclones to the south of the anomalous anticyclone 

does not interrupt the southeasterly flow along the Sumatra coast.  Also, the anomalous 

anticyclone is not reinforced by the anomalous circulation of the Pacific and Western 

Australia as in Global CMAP EOF1.     The rainfall-circulation relationship suggests that this 

mode is attributed to an atypical Walker Circulation in comparison to the typical dry 

Maritime Continent during warm ENSO events with the convergence aloft shifting east of 

the Maritime Continent.  The rainfall-circulation relationship also suggests an anomalous 

anticyclone off Sumatra which has been linked to positive IOZM events.  Therefore, in 

combination with Global CMAP EOF1 we expect the following during extreme ENSO 

events, such as in 1997.  The western portions of the Indian Ocean and surrounding areas 

such as GHA will experience excessively strong anomalies due the reinforcement of the 

zonal mode through reinforcement of the anomalous anticyclone off Sumatra.  The regions of 

Australia and the Maritime Continent may experience drought conditions but not as extreme 

because of the strongest convergence aloft is displaced into the western Pacific. 

3.4 Intra-seasonal Variability  

In this section we will discuss the intra-seasonal variability of interannual and decadal 

processes for GHA.  To investigate the intra-seasonal variability we performed EOF on 

pentad rainfall data over GHA (13.75°S - 16.25°N, 21.25°E - 51.25°E).  Figure 3.21 shows 

the percent influence for Pentad CMAP EOF1.  Regional Pentad CMAP EOF1 and EOF2 

prove to be significant accounting for 13.0% and 8.3%, respectively, with similarities with 

corresponding seasonal CMAP EOF patterns discussed in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.   
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3.4.1 Intra-seasonal variability - Pentad CMAP EOF1 

Pentad CMAP EOF1 has a similar spatial pattern, Figure 3.22, and time series, Figure 

3.23, in comparison to the seasonal Regional CMAP EOF1.  The spatial pattern indicates 

positive anomalies throughout the entire region of GHA, including Sudan and Ethiopia where 

the anomalies are only slightly positive.  This is different from seasonal Regional CMAP 

EOF1 in which Sudan and Ethiopia experience negative anomalies during warm ENSO 

events.  The pattern suggests that Sudan and Ethiopia may experience short-lived events of 

positive anomalous rainfall during warm ENSO events but the seasonal contribution is 

negative.  As for the pentad time series, a running mean averaged over a season (18 pentads) 

is close to the seasonal value, seen in Figure 3.23.   The amplitudes of the pentad mean are 

slightly different because of differences in the input data sources.  This dataset has been used 

extensively as a useful application for climate on sub-monthly scales (Xie et al. 2003).  

 The pentad time series depicts large peaks within the season.  To demonstrate how 

large the fluctuations are within a season for a given year, we compute a seasonal pentad 

mean for each year and take the departure for each pentad.  We then subtract the smallest 

departure from the largest departure, Figure 3.24.  This tells us which years experience the 

largest fluctuations within the season with respect to the seasonal anomaly.  The average of 

standard deviation is largest during warm ENSO / positive IOZM events of 1982, 1994 and 

1997 with an average standard deviation of five.  The exception is in 1991, considered ENSO 

year based on SOI index, which experiences near normal fluctuations of about two standard 

deviations.  The La Nina events of 1988, 1998, 1999 and 2000, based on the seasonal SOI 

index, are larger than the normal standard deviation with an average standard deviation of 

3.4.  Therefore, the intra-seasonal fluctuations are larger during ENSO years.   
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The El Nino / positive IOZM events of 1982, 1994, and 1997 have the largest 

fluctuations but vary intra-seasonally.  Large deviations may be indicative of dry and wet 

spells within the season.  We address the question of dry and wet spells during ENSO by 

compositing the warm ENSO events of 1982, 1994, and 1997 using the pentad EOF time 

series.  We add an additional step by performing EOF on two separate time periods: 

September to the 15th of December and October to the 15th of January and overlap them in 

the composite, Figure 3.25.  The overlapping composite illustrates the robustness of the 

EOFs.  The inclusion of September and January is to draw conclusions about ENSO impact 

on the onset and withdrawal of the season.  The composite also includes the root-mean 

square error associated with each pentad for the warm ENSO events.  We include a 

composite for the cold ENSO events and near normal conditions for comparison.  It is 

important to remember that the composite is representative of only the strongest ENSO 

events during the past two decades; therefore, the composite depicts what has happened 

during recent ENSO events which can be used to infer the intra-seasonal fluctuations during 

other ENSO years.   

The general sense of the composite is for warm ENSO events to be above normal 

throughout the entire OND season with a peak in October.  The root mean square error 

determines the spread in the intensity of the intra-seasonal oscillations; therefore, the October 

peak may not realistic based on this criteria.  The root mean square error illustrates that the 

entire season is above normal during the warm phase of ENSO.  This result implies that 

within the GHA region there will be little or no dry spells during the warm phase of ENSO 

with short-lived extreme rainfall events.  The composite of the cold phase of ENSO is within 

one standard deviation from the normal, but the cold phase of ENSO experiences an average 
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deviation of 3.4.  The result implies that the cold phase of ENSO does experience wet spells 

with the seasonal average below normal.    

The onset and withdrawal of the rainy season during the warm and cold phase of 

ENSO behave differently, but the fluctuations go above and below normal hindering a 

definitive outcome.  By way of visual inspection, we believe that during the cold phase of 

ENSO the onset is early and intense during September or the beginning of October which 

then rapidly decays to negative anomalies during the rainy season of OND.  The onset of the 

warm phase of ENSO is opposite with a delay and deficient rainfall although this may not be 

significant based on the one standard deviation criteria.   The withdrawal of the rains tends to 

be normal during the warm phase of ENSO but during the cold phase the anomalies rapidly 

become normal by the end of December and above normal in January.  The cold phase of 

ENSO is believed to cause a late withdrawal of the rainy season.   

3.4.1.1 Intra-seasonal Variability and the Indian Ocean 

To build on our previous discussion, we will examine the intra-seasonal oscillations 

of a few warm and cold ENSO events through Pentad EOF1 from September 15th to January 

15th.  The years of focus are 1982 / 1997 (El Nino years) and 1988 / 1998 (La Nina years).  

The years will be examined in this order below.  We will also focus on the Indian Ocean 

intra-seasonal variability during these years by examining the SST anomalies and the 

corresponding wind vectors to investigate the contribution of the Indian Ocean during each 

of these years. 

The year 1982 is a warm ENSO event.  The pentad EOF time series, Figure 3.26, 

shows anomalous peaks occur at the beginning of October, end of November, and middle 

December.  The largest of these peaks is in December with a standard deviation of 
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approximately 4.5.  During September and October, the SST field and wind vectors, Figure 

3.27, illustrate a weak IOZM.  The weak IOZM contributes to positive SST anomalies of 

approximately 1°C along the Somalia coast.  Strong onshore northeasterly winds are seen 

about the same time over Somalia.  The northeasterly winds and increase SST can increase 

the moisture transport, hence the peak rainfall at the beginning of October.  Progressing in 

time, the IOZM weakens and the corresponding SST anomalies begin to retreat to the east by 

mid to late October with decreasing positive anomalous rainfall.  The rainfall then peaks 

again in November but the SST anomalies are almost normal.  Other mechanisms could be 

responsible for such a peak such as African Easterly Waves or the Madden-Julian 

Oscillation.  The role of such mechanisms will be a subject of future investigations.  In mid-

December the positive SST anomalies begin to retreat westward again.  The IOZM is almost 

non-existent at this point.  We speculate that the physical feature driving the positive 

anomalies westward is northeasterly flow from the Bay of Bengal in association with 

negative SST anomalies.  The northeasterly flow creates the strongest positive SST 

anomalies of the season over GHA.  The anomalies extend most of the GHA coast with 

strongest positive anomalies seen along coastal Kenya and Tanzania.  We can not definitively 

assert that the SST anomalies are the primary cause of the large anomaly in December, but 

they do coincide with one another.  Overall, the IOZM quickly dissipated in 1982 and by 

mid-October was essentially non-existent.  We believe that the intra-seasonal fluctuations are 

due to other forcing mechanisms besides the IOZM.  These features include but not limited to 

African Easterly Waves, Madden Julian Oscillation, and intra-seasonal SST anomalies off 

GHA coast with respect to the Bay of Bengal.  The last feature reinforces our results based 
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on the ENSO-Indian Ocean rainfall circulation, except the northeasterly flow from the Bay of 

Bengal occurs separately from the anticyclone off the Sumatra coast. 

The intra-seasonal fluctuations of the 1997 case are seen in Figure 3.28.  The major 

rainfall peak is during October with a standard deviation over 6.  The intraseasonal 

variability then remains consistently positive at approximately 2.5 standard deviations.  The 

SST anomalies and wind vectors for 1997, Figure 3.29, depict a very strong zonal mode 

present in October.  The SST anomalies along the Somalia coast are very warm with 

anomalies between 1.5°C and 2°C.  In November the IOZM peaks.  The wind vectors show 

strong zonal flow from Sumatra and the Pacific Ocean.  The SST anomalies off the GHA 

coast stay consistently warm between 1°C and 2°C.  The flow parallels the coast of Somalia 

and begins to turn onshore between Kenya and Tanzania.  In December the IOZM weakens 

with the strongest forcing from the Bay of Bengal.  The anomalies along the GHA coast 

become weaker during the beginning of December but intensify as the month progresses.  

The SST anomalies become larger because the positive SST anomalies in the north central 

Indian Ocean propagate into the region due to the forcing from the Bay of Bengal.  The SST 

anomalies intensify further in the month of January with SST anomalies in excess of 2.5°C.  

The flow is off-shore at this time.  Overall, the GHA region experiences excessive rainfall 

during 1997 throughout the entire OND season.  The Indian Ocean shows a strong IOZM 

with intense flow originating from the Sumatra coast.  This agrees with the Indian Ocean 

circulation relationships for the extreme 1997 case.  The relationship depicts an additional 

anomalous anticyclone east of Sumatra which would intensify the IOZM.  The SST 

anomalies are persistent throughout the season, consistent with the persistent positive 

anomalous rainfall.  The peak rainfall in mid-October corresponds to the strongest SST 
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anomalies, but the wind field is weak during the peak rainfall suggesting forcing outside of 

the Indian Ocean.  Interestingly the rainfall anomalies quickly become negative during the 

withdrawal in January.  The flow is off shore at this time, but SST anomalies are in excess of 

2.5°C off the coast of Kenya and southern Somalia.  This is consistent with our theory that 

the coastal SST anomalies along coastal Kenya and southern Somalia can become strong 

enough to cause the flow to reverse generating negative rainfall anomalies.  

The intra-seasonal rainfall fluctuations in 1988 are seen in Figure 3.30.  The onset 

month of September experiences positive anomalous rainfall and continues into October with 

an average standard deviation of one.  November and the first few pentads in December 

experience negative anomalous rainfall.  The largest negative rainfall anomaly occurs in late 

November.  The rainfall anomalies quickly become positive during the middle to the end of 

December peaking around two standard deviations.  The rainfall anomalies return close to 

normal conditions by the first of January.   

1988 is a La Nina and weak negative IOZM year, as determined by the SOI Index and 

Indian Ocean Dipole Mode Index (Saji et al. 1999), respectively.  The overall pattern of the 

SST anomalies shows stronger positive SST anomalies over the eastern Indian Ocean and 

Sumatra coast in comparison to the western Indian Ocean.  The intra-seasonal variability of 

the Indian Ocean SST anomalies is depicted in Figure 3.31.  September SST anomalies along 

the GHA coast are between -0.5°C and 0.5°C.   In November the negative phase of the IOZM 

is the strongest consistent with the negative anomalies over GHA.  By mid-December a 

strong northeasterly flow is found over the Bay of Bengal.  The northeasterly flow advects 

warm SST anomalies of approximately 1°C into southern GHA coast (Kenya/Tanzania) 

conspicuously close to the anomalous peak in the rainfall anomalies.  The SST anomalies 
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begin to diminish during January with a small pocket of warm SST anomalies of 

approximately 1°C near the Kenya coast.  The flow through much of the season is either 

weak, parallel or off-shore relative to the GHA coast.  The exception is during middle to late 

December when the flow is onshore, consistent with the large anomalies in December.  

Overall, the positive anomalous rainfall during the onset month of September and early 

October in 1988 is not linked to the Indian Ocean SST or low-level wind flow over the 

Indian Ocean.  On the other hand, the negative and positive anomalous rainfall during 

November and mid-late December of 1988, respectively, depicted a consistent relationship 

during the main rainy season.    The result strengthens our hypothesis that even weak Indian 

Ocean zonal mode events correspond to anomalous rainfall over GHA during the OND 

season. 

1998 is the strongest negative IOZM within our time frame (1979 -2001) as depicted 

by the Indian Ocean Dipole Mode Index (Saji et al. 1999).  The negative IOZM is coincident 

with a La Nina year.  The intra-seasonal rainfall fluctuations of 1998, Figure 3.32, depict a 

similar trend in the rainfall variability as in 1988.  September tends to be associated with 

positive anomalous rainfall, excluding the first pentad of September.  The rainfall anomalies 

are negative throughout the entire OND season, with largest negative anomalies during the 

first of December.   The rainfall anomalies become positive by the first of January and 

continue to the end of our analysis period of mid-January. 

The intra-seasonal variability of the SST anomalies, Figure 3.33, shows slightly 

positive SST anomalies, < 0.5°C, along the GHA coast during the months of September, 

October and November.  The strongest of these anomalies is during September.  In 

September there is a northerly flow that parallels coastal Somalia while Kenya and Tanzania 
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coast experience onshore flow.  In October the onshore flow weakens but intensifies over 

coastal GHA in November.  The November flow is parallel to the entire GHA coast 

occurring simultaneously with IOZM peak with the coast of Sumatra having the strongest 

positive SST anomalies.   In December, negative SST anomalies can be seen off the Somalia 

coast and along the Kenyan coast with an onshore flow.  In January, the coastal region 

experiences normal SST conditions and weak flow from the Indian Ocean.  Overall, the only 

simultaneous rainfall / SST anomaly connection is during the large negative anomalies in 

December.  This is consistent with the 1988 case.  Therefore, we hypothesize that during La 

Nina / negative IOZM events, dry spells within the main rain season of OND are closely 

linked to the Indian Ocean SST anomalies.  As for the onset and withdrawal of the rainy 

season, other dynamical processes outside of the Indian Ocean SST anomalies contribute to 

the variability.       

3.4.2 Pentad CMAP EOF 2 

The CMAP Pentad EOF2 spatial pattern, Figure 3.34, shows a very similar pattern 

with respect to seasonal CMAP EOF2.   Positive loadings are over northern GHA and 

negative loadings over southern GHA.  The largest positive loadings are over northern 

Somalia with the largest negative loading southeast of Lake Victoria.  There are a few small 

differences between CMAP Pentad EOF2 and seasonal CMAP EOF2.  One distinct 

difference concerns the location of the transition zone between the positive and negatives 

loadings.  The difference occurs about the division between the positive and negative 

loadings, with negative loadings extending further north into central Kenya and Sudan for the 

pentad analysis.  As for the time series (Figure 3.35) a running mean of the Pentad CMAP 

EOF2 closely resembles the time series of the seasonal CMAP EOF2; therefore we believe 
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the tropical south Atlantic is influential on the intra-seasonal variability of the increasing 

trend.  We cannot examine the intra-seasonal variability of the tropical south Atlantic for 

individual years because some years the TSAI and GHA rainfall are out of phase.  Therefore, 

we can only examine the intra-seasonal variability of the trend.    

  The trend of the intra-seasonal variability is diagnosed by rearranging the Pentad 

CMAP EOF2 time series. The years are arranged in consecutive order (1979 -2001) for each 

pentad of every month.  Each pentad has 23 years with six pentads per month.   Overall, the 

time series represents the trend for each pentad within the season, Figure 3.36.  Largest 

negative anomalies occur during the early decade of the 1980’s, and largest positive 

anomalies during the past decade.  The intra-seasonal monthly time series depicts October as 

having the strongest trend mode.  Each pentad within October represents a decadal trend.  

The largest trends occur during the last three pentads of October.  These pentads have 

positive and negative anomalies greater than two standard deviations.  The months of 

November and December represent a weaker trend mode.  The weakest trend is during the 

middle of November with the third pentad having small to no trend.  By the end of November 

into December the trend is more pronounced with positive and negative anomalies reaching 

two standard deviations.  Overall, the strongest intra-seasonal variability of the decadal trend 

is during October.  This is the onset month of the rainy season for much of GHA.  In 

conjunction with the spatial pattern, the northern portions of GHA (Somalia, eastern 

Ethiopia, northern Kenya) experience an increasing trend in rainfall over the past two 

decades.  We suggest that the increasing trend is possibly related to an early onset of the 

rainfall over the region.  The southern portion of GHA (southern Keya, Tanzania, Uganda, 

Congo tropical rainforest, western Sudan) experience decreasing trend in rainfall possibly 
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related to a late start in the seasonal rainfall.  The presence of the trend in November and 

December suggest weaker but similar rainfall patterns.   

3.5 Parallel Climate Model (PCM) – Seasonal Variability 

In this section, we will describe the modes of variability diagnosed by the EOF 

method for the tropics (30°S-30°N, around the globe) and GHA (13.75°S - 16.25°N, 21.25°E 

- 51.25°E).  The EOF analysis is performed on two separate periods, the Historical (1979-

1999) and the Projected - business as usual (2000-2025) precipitation data.  It is important to 

note the SST field evolves freely from the initial conditions with no flux adjustment.  

Therefore, we can not expect the EOF model time series from year to year to represent the 

year to year EOF time series produced by the observed conditions.  The model EOF should 

have a similar periodicity and loading patterns as depicted by the dominant observed modes 

of variability.  Also, the PCMH and PCMP do not represent an ensemble mean.  The EOFs 

are representative of variability produced by a single member.  Below we will describe the 

results of our EOF analysis of the PCM model output.    

3.5.1 PCM Historical (PCMH) Variability 

We first examine the PCMH rainfall patterns in comparison to the observed rainfall 

data.  The overall patterns are similar, Figure 3.37, but the model significantly overestimates 

the rainfall.  We hypothesize the differences are systematic; therefore, we diagnose the 

variability of the PCMH in comparison to the CMAP EOFs.  We do realize that if the 

systematic bias is larger than the error our results based on EOF are insignificant.  Closer 

inspection in of observed and PCMH precipitation reveals that the model does properly 

extend a region of higher rainfall anomalies over Tanzania into the Indian Ocean.                                    
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As for the differences, the largest occurs over the highland region where the course 

resolution smoothes observed rainfall peaks.  Overall, EOF analysis performed on the 

Historical PCM data will demonstrate if the model can reproduce the observed variability.  

EOF analysis performed on the tropical region from 1979-1999 reveals two 

significant modes of variability, Figure 3.38.  The percent of variability of the first and 

second mode is 12.0% and 8.5%, respectively.  The first mode is physically consistent with 

the known ENSO signal of the Pacific.  The second mode is physically consistent with 

known IOZM pattern of the Indian Ocean.   

The spatial pattern of tropical PCMH EOF1, Figure 3.39, depicts ENSO variability 

with respect to the Pacific Ocean.  Interestingly, the Indian Ocean does not demonstrate the 

IOZM which was seen in conjunction with ENSO in Global CMAP EOF1.  Therefore, the 

PCMH EOF indicates the Indian Ocean is unresponsive to the anomalous shift and changing 

circulation associated with ENSO.  This is similar to previous findings of Li et al. (2003) and 

Webster et al. (2001) in which they speculate that the Indian Ocean Zonal Mode is intrinsic 

to the ocean basin.  Investigation of the pattern depicts dry condition over the Maritime 

Continent with anomalous rainfall seen over much the Pacific.  An exception is a bubble of 

negative anomalies centered on 120°W.  Examining the GHA region there is positive 

anomalous rainfall over the GHA region.  The positive anomalies are found near the coastal 

region of southern Somalia and Kenya which extend from the Indian Ocean in the absence of 

the Indian Ocean Zonal mode.  There are negative anomalies seen in northern Somalia which 

is inconsistent with the CMAP EOFs.  The time series of tropical PCMH EOF1 is well 

representative of the interannual variability of ENSO, Figure 3.40.  The pattern suggests two 

plausible explanations; the model is having difficulty solving the regional impacts of ENSO, 
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or the model is illustrating ENSO impact outside of the IOZM not seen in any previous 

EOFs.   

The spatial pattern of tropical PCMH EOF2, Figure 3.41, shows the mode to be 

consistent with the spatial pattern of the IOZM.  Interestingly, the signature of ENSO is 

absence in the Pacific Ocean.  The spatial pattern over the Maritime Continent reveals an 

interesting result consistent with Global CMAP EOF2.  Australia and north of Sumatra 

experience positive anomalous rainfall for both EOF patterns.  We contributed the rainfall 

circulation relationships of Global CMAP EOF2 to an additional anomalous anticyclone off 

the Sumatra coast, with respect to Global CMAP EOF1.  The model suggests that the IOZM 

can exist outside of ENSO.  We propose that the similarity between the Global CMAP EOF2 

over the Maritime Continent and the PCMH EOF2 suggests that an anomalous anticyclone 

off the Sumatra coast and the associated positive air-sea feedback can exist outside of a warm 

ENSO event.  Inspection of the GHA region reveals consistent expectations of the impacts of 

the IOZM over the region.  The tropical PCMH EOF2 time series, Figure 3.42, depicts a 

background trend that increases with time.  The increasing trend suggests the model increases 

the intensity of the IOZM between 1979 and 1999.     

 EOF analysis performed on the GHA region from 1979-1999 reveals two significant 

modes of variability, Figure 3.43.  The percent of variability of the first and second mode is 

22.1% and 15.3%, respectively.  The two modes represent similar variability as demonstrated 

by PCMH tropical PCMH EOF1 and EOF2 and seasonal/pentad CMAP EOF1.    

The spatial pattern of GHA PCMH EOF1, Figure 3.44, is similar to the GHA 

seasonal and pentad EOF analysis suggesting the mode represents ENSO variability. 

Inspection of GHA PCMH EOF1 spatial pattern with respect to the seasonal and pentad 
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CMAP EOF1 reveals consistency associated with ENSO variability.  These areas are coastal 

GHA in association with positive loadings and the negative loadings over the Congo tropical 

rainforest.  The major differences are over equatorial western GHA where positive anomalies 

extend along equatorial GHA and the negative loadings of northern Uganda.  There are 

inconsistencies between the pentad and seasonal CMAP EOF1 over Sudan.  The model EOF 

depicts small positive loadings over the region supportive of pentad CMAP EOF1.  This 

suggests that the model may experience excessive rainfall over Sudan within the season 

giving way to the positive anomalies.   We further investigate the characteristic phenomenon 

responsible for the mode by comparing the time series of the GHA PCMH EOF1 to the 

tropical PCMH EOF2, Figure 3.45.  The time series provides compelling evidence that the 

GHA PCMH EOF1 mode is largely associated with the IOZM.  There are years when 

tropical PCMH EOF2 and GHA PCMH EOF1 are out of phase, such as in 1989.  Therefore, 

there are years when the IOZM is not the dominant contributor to the anomalous 

precipitation.  We believe that the other dominant contributor is ENSO variability outside of 

the Indian Ocean represented by tropical PCMH EOF1.  Overall, the model can properly 

diagnose the interannual variability over GHA, but the model is limited regionally because of 

small sub-regional differences.  We suggest that regional downscaling of the PCM model 

will better represent the regional impacts of ENSO / IOZM.     

The spatial pattern of GHA PCMH EOF2, Figure 3.46, shows a different spatial 

pattern in comparison to the seasonal and pentad CMAP EOF2.  The mode depicts a zone of 

negative anomalies over northern GHA (southern Sudan, central Ethiopia, and northern 

Somalia) between areas of positive anomalies over northern Sudan, Kenya and coastal 

Tanzania.  Positive anomalies are also seen over the Congo tropical rainforest.  The time 
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series, Figure 3.47, illustrates the mode is dominated by the extreme event of 1989 and 

smaller events of 1984 and 1995.  We believe that this mode is similar to the ENSO mode of 

tropical PCMH EOF1 for two reasons.  PCMH GHA EOF1 does not represent the IOZM of 

tropical PCMH EOF2 during 1989 and zooming onto the GHA region for tropical PCMH 

EOF1 resembles a similar spatial pattern with negative anomalies over northern GHA, Figure 

3.48.  We do recognize that GHA PCMH EOF2 does differ southwest of Lake Victoria in 

comparison to tropical EOF1.  Therefore, we believe the smaller events contribute to regional 

ENSO variations.  Overall, PCMH results suggest the dominant mode of variability 

responsible for anomalous precipitation over GHA is the IOZM in conjunction with ENSO 

variability.  

3.5.2 PCM Projected (PCMP) Variability  

We first examine the PCMP rainfall patterns in comparison to the historical PCM 

rainfall data.  The overall patterns are similar, Figure 3.49, with regional differences.  

Differences can be seen over northern GHA (Somalia, Ethiopia) and southeastern GHA 

(Kenya Tanzania).  In comparison, the northern regions seem to be drier and vice versa for 

the southern regions.  This is different from the historical perspective in which the northern 

regions are experiencing more rainfall.  Therefore, other modes may become more significant 

to creating a switch in the rainfall patterns.  EOF analysis performed on the EOF Projected 

PCM data will diagnose the variability associated during the time period.  In comparison to 

the PCMH EOF, temporal and spatial changes may be indicative of global warming. 

EOF analysis performed on the tropical region from 2000-2025 reveals one 

significant mode of variability, Figure 3.50.  The pattern reveals ENSO variability which is 
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the known dominant process over the tropics, seen in the CMAP and Historical model EOFs.  

The percent of variability of this mode is 10.7%.   

The spatial pattern of tropical PCMP EOF1, Figure 3.51, illustrates the cold phase of 

ENSO with a corresponding negative phase of the IOZM.  Interestingly, the GHA region 

experiences positive rainfall during the negative phase of the IOZM, opposite of what is 

expected.  The time series of tropical PCMP EOF1, Figure 3.52, illustrates the peak positive 

anomalies in 2000, 2007, 2012, 2015 and 2018.  The peak negative anomalies occur in 2002, 

2006, 2014 and 2016.  The model depicts that increasing the CO2 will alter the rainfall 

distribution over GHA associated with La Nina events.  We are not sure of the physical 

interactions between increasing CO2 and La Nina, but we expect that La Nina’s impact on 

the Indian Ocean will decrease the intensity of the IOZM or cause a shift in the Walker 

Circulation redistributing the rainfall over GHA.    

EOF analysis performed on the GHA region from 2000-2025 reveals up to four 

possible significant modes, Figure 3.53, based on visual inspection based of the Scree test 

and Kaiser’s rule.  Unfortunately, we do not have characteristically known EOFs for each of 

these modes.  The percent of variability of the modes from EOF1 to EOF4 are 16.5%, 13.8%, 

11.7% and 8.9%, respectively.  This is an interesting finding because only one tropical 

projection mode is significant.  Therefore, characterizing the physical process responsible for 

each mode will be difficult.  Below we will describe the modes of variability and when 

possible associate them with similar spatial patterns and their corresponding characteristic 

phenomenon.      

The spatial pattern of GHA PCMP EOF1, Figure 3.54, shows positive anomalies 

along the GHA coast.  There is a peak positive loading over the coastal region of Tanzania.  
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Negative loadings extend over western GHA (Congo tropical rainforest, Uganda, and 

southern Sudan, and western Ethiopia).  The GHA PCMP EOF1 time series, Figure 3.55, 

depicts more frequent strong negative anomalies (2003, 2011 and 2016) in comparison to 

strong positive anomalies (2020).  We are not sure of the characteristic phenomenon of this 

mode because of disagreement between the projected and historical / observed EOFs.  

Negative loadings are characteristically seen over GHA during the negative phase of ENSO 

in the observations / historical analysis while positive loadings are observed over GHA in the 

projection.    

The spatial pattern of GHA PCMP EOF2, Figure 3.56, illustrates an area of negative 

anomalies through Kenya and Tanzania separated by positive anomalies of Somalia and 

southwest of Lake Victoria.  The time series of GHA PCMP EOF2, Figure 3.57, illustrates 

the largest amplitude in 2003.  The remaining time series suggests an increasing trend.  

Unfortunately, we are not sure of the characteristic phenomenon.  The spatial pattern is 

similar to GHA PCMP EOF2 which we believe is ENSO, but the loadings are opposite.   

The spatial pattern of GHA PCMP EOF3, Figure 3.58, illustrates largest loadings 

over Sudan, Uganda, and northern Kenya.  Negative loadings are found over Somalia.  The 

GHA PCMP EOF3 time series, Figure 3.59, depicts the loading pattern is experiencing a 

high frequency change in sign.  We do not know the characteristic phenomenon responsible 

for the high frequency change because this pattern behavior is not seen in any previous EOF 

analysis.  We suggest that a new precipitation variability pattern emerges with the increasing 

concentration of CO2.  

The spatial pattern of GHA PCMP EOF4, Figure 3.60, illustrates a dipole pattern with 

positive loadings over northern GHA and negative loadings over southern GHA.  The 
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division of the positive and negative loadings is centered over Lake Victoria.  The pattern is 

similar to seasonal and pentad GHA CMAP EOF2 which experience a decadal trend with 

respect to the Atlantic Ocean.  Inspection of the GHA PCMP EOF4 time series, Figure 3.61, 

also depicts a decadal trend.  Therefore, we believe that the GHA region will continue to 

experience an influence from the Atlantic Ocean.  As for the significance, the model suggests 

increasing the CO2 concentration will cause new modes of variability to become more 

important than the Atlantic Ocean influence.  
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Figure 3.1: Percent (× 100) seasonal (OND) contribution to the annual total. 

 

Figure 3.2: Climatological 850mb wind field and influential air streams during OND. Dotted 
line depicts the Congo Air Boundary; dashed line depicts the ITCZ location. 
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Figure 3.3: OND seasonal correlation between CMAP standardized precipitation and SOI 
Index. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Regional CMAP OND EOF1 850 mb weighted wind composite (adapted from 
Schreck and Semazzi 2004) 
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Figure 3.5: Regional OND CMAP EOF1 200mb weighted wind composite. 

 

Figure 3.6: Indian Ocean OND EOF1 850mb weighted wind composite. 
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Figure 3.7: Time series comparison between Indian Ocean EOF1 (blue) and the Indian Ocean 
Dipole Mode Index (pink). 

 

 
Figure 3.8: Indian Ocean OND EOF1 200mb weighted wind composite. 
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Figure 3.9: 850mb climatological flow over the Indian Ocean. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.10: OND seasonal correlation between CMAP standardized precipitation and 
Tropical South Atlantic Index. 
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Figure 3.11: Regional OND CMAP EOF2 850mb weighted wind composite (adapted from 

Schreck and Semazzi 2004) 
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between the Tropical South Atlantic Index (blue) and Regional 

CMAP EOF2 (pink). 
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Figure 3.13: Regional OND CMAP EOF2 200mb weighted wind composite 
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between the Indian Ocean Dipole Mode Index (pink) and Global 
CMAP EOF2 (blue).  
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Figure 3.15: Global CMAP EOF1 time series for OND  
(adapted from Shreck and Semazzi (2004)). 
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Figure 3.16: Southern Oscillation Index based on OND seasonal average. 
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Figure 3.17: Global CMAP EOF1 for OND over the Maritime Continent and surrounding 

ocean basins – 200mb weighted wind composite. 
  

 
Figure 3.18: Global CMAP EOF1 for OND over the Maritime Continent and surrounding 

ocean basins -850mb weighted wind composite 
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Figure 3.19: Global CMAP EOF2 for OND over the Maritime Continent and surrounding 

ocean basins -850mb weighted wind composite 
 

 
Figure 3.20: Global CMAP EOF2 for OND over the Maritime Continent and surrounding 

ocean basins -200mb weighted wind composite 
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Figure 3.21: Percent Variance of OND Pentad CMAP modes. 

 

 
Figure 3.22: Pentad OND CMAP EOF1 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 3.23: Comparison between OND Pentad CMAP EOF1 (blue), OND Pentad CMAP 

EOF1 Running Mean (green) and OND Seasonal Regional CMAP EOF1 (burgundy).  There 
are 18 pentads per year with the seasonal value centered on the 10th pentad for comparison. 
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Figure 3.24: Anomalies above the intra-seasonal OND Pentad CMAP EOF1 mean for each 
year within the analysis period.  
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Figure 3.25: ENSO composite from September through January 15th.  Months begin after 

every 6th pentad.  Color code: warm ENSO (blue), cold ENSO (green), normal (pink). 
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Figure 3.26: 1982 GHA intra-seasonal variability; SON+3D (blue), OND+3J (pink) with 

corresponding arrows to SST labels of Figure 3.27. 
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Figure 3.27: Indian Ocean SST anomalies and wind vectors centered closes to the SST 

anomalies.  SST anomalies are for the year 1982 and weeks of: a) September 30th  
b) October 7th c) November 18th d) November 25th e) December 9th f) December 16th 
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Figure 3.28: 1997 GHA intra-seasonal variability; SON+3D (blue), OND+3J (pink) 

with corresponding errors to SST labels in Figure 3.29. 
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Figure 3.29: Indian Ocean SST anomalies and wind vectors centered closes to the SST 

anomalies.  SST anomalies are for the year 1997 and weeks of: a) October 5th b) October 19th  
c) November 16th d) December 14th e) December 28th f) January 18th 
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Figure 3.30: 1988 GHA intra-seasonal variability; SON+3D (blue), OND+3J (pink) 
with corresponding errors to SST labels in Figure 3.31. 
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Figure 3.31: Indian Ocean SST anomalies and wind vectors centered closes to the SST 
anomalies.  SST anomalies are for the year 1988 and weeks of: a) September 15th  
b) October 20th c) November 17th d) December 15th e) January 5th f) January 12th 
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Figure 3.32: 1998 GHA intra-seasonal variability; SON+3D (blue), OND+3J (pink) 
with corresponding errors to SST labels in Figure 3.33. 
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Figure 3.33: Indian Ocean SST anomalies and wind vectors centered closes to the SST 

anomalies.  SST anomalies are for the year 1998 and weeks of: a) September 13th  
b) October 18th c) November 15th d) December 20th e) January 10th 
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Figure 3.34: Pentad CMAP EOF1 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 3.35: Comparison between Pentad CMAP EOF2 (blue), Pentad CMAP EOF2 
Running Mean (green) and Seasonal Regional CMAP EOF2 (burgundy).  There are 18 
pentads per year with the seasonal value centered on the10th pentad for comparison. 
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Figure 3.36: Intra-seasonal variability of the decadal trend for a) October b) November c) 
December.  The x-axis gridlines represents the beginning of a new pentad.  Each pentad 

contains the Pentad CMAP EOF2 amplitudes in order from 1979-2001. 
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Figure 3.37: Seasonal average of a) observed precipitation (1960-1990) 

b) PCM Historical (1979-1999) precipitation. 
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Figure 3.38: Percent Variance for PCM Historical Tropical Precipitation. 
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Figure 3.39: PCM Historical (1979-1999) Tropical EOF1 spatial pattern 
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Figure 3.40: PCM Historical (1979-1999) Tropical EOF1 time series. 
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Figure 3.41: PCM Historical (1979-1999) Tropical EOF2 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 3.42: PCM Historical (1979-1999) Tropical EOF2 time series. 
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Figure 3.43: Percent variance of PCM Historical GHA Precipitation. 
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Figure 3.44: PCM Historical (1979-1999) GHA EOF1 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 3.45: PCM Historical EOF1 GHA time series (blue); PCM Historical Tropical EOF 

EOF2 (pink). 
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Figure 3.46: PCM Historical (1979-1999) GHA EOF2 spatial pattern 
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Figure 3.47: PCM Historical (1979-1999) GHA EOF2 time series. 
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Figure 3.48: Tropical PCMH EOF1 zoomed over GHA region. 
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Figure 3.49: Seasonal average of a) PCM Historical (1979-1999) precipitation. 
b) PCM Projected (2000-2025) precipitation. 
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Figure 3.50: Percent Variance for PCM Projected Tropical Precipitation. 
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Figure 3.51: PCM Projected (2000-2025) Tropical EOF1 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 3.52: PCM Projected (2000-2025) Tropical EOF1 time series. 
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Figure 3.53: Percent Variance of PCM Projection (2000-2025) GHA precipitation. 
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Figure 3.54: PCM Projection (2000-2025) GHA EOF1 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 3.55: PCM Projection (2000-2025) GHA EOF1 time series. 
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Figure 3.56: PCM Projection (2000-2025) GHA EOF2 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 3.57: PCM Projection (2000-2025) GHA EOF2 time series. 
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Figure 3.58: PCM Projection (2000-2025) GHA EOF3 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 3.59: PCM Projection (2000-2025) GHA EOF3 time series. 
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Figure 3.60: PCM Projection (2000-2025) GHA EOF4 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 3.61: PCM Projection (2000-2025) GHA EOF4 time series. 
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4. Results and Discussion: MAM Season 

 
This chapter will describe the general climate and associated climate variability 

during the MAM season over GHA.  We will describe the general GHA climate based on our 

analysis of precipitation and wind patterns.  We then will address the specific objectives 

mentioned in Chapter 1. 

4.1 General Climate of GHA during MAM 

 In chapter 1, we described the seasonal rainfall over the GHA region.  We noted that 

the highest rainfall occurs over the coastal regions and northern GHA including Sudan, 

Somalia, and Ethiopia while the Congo receives less rainfall in comparison to the OND 

season.  To understand their relationship with the total annual contribution of rainfall, we 

generated the climatological percent influence of this season’s contribution to the annual total 

using the Climate Research Unit (New et al. 1999) precipitation.  The base period for the 

climatology is from 1960 -1990.  Figure 4.1, depicts the percent influence of the seasonal 

MAM contribution to the annual total.   The regions that receive a large proportion of annual 

rainfall are southern Ethiopia, northern Kenya, coastal Kenya, southwestern Somalia, and 

eastern Tanzania with some areas receiving over 55% of their annual total rainfall.  Most of 

the rainfall corresponds to the Highland regions of East Africa and Ethiopia.  Interestingly, 

the dry Turkana channel that separates the two receives a significant proportion of the annual 

total with some places receiving greater than 50%.  Other regions of interest include the 

Congo which receives a much smaller proportion of rainfall with approximately 25% while 

the coast of Kenya receives almost double the percentage seen during OND.  The southern 

portions of Sudan also receive more rainfall compared to OND with some regions receiving 
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25% of the annual total.  Overall, the centering percentage of the total rainfall towards 

eastern GHA illustrates the climatological flow of the season is different in comparison to the 

OND season.  The flow favors the eastern Highland regions suggesting that easterly flow is 

the dominant air stream over eastern GHA.   

We constructed the large scale flow field during MAM season by generating the 1960 

–1990 climatology from the NCEP Reanalysis data.  As stated earlier, the MAM season is a 

transition period from the northeast monsoon to the southeast monsoon (Nicholson 1996).  

We have found no studies demonstrating the air streams influence during the MAM season; 

therefore, we demonstrate the air streams actual influence on the MAM season.  Figure 4.2 

illustrates the wind field during MAM.  The dominant air stream is southeasterly over the 

entire coastal GHA.  The air stream favors the coastal and East African Highlands.  To the 

west of the Highlands the wind is from the southwest.  The southwesterly flow favors larger 

rainfall amounts over southern Sudan.  The decrease in precipitation over the Congo tropical 

rainforest is in association with strong easterly flow from the Indian Ocean suggesting that 

the cliamtological Walker Circulation resides further west.  As for the Turkana channel, it 

experiences southeasterlies with a corresponding increase in rainfall.  Northern Sudan flow 

doesn’t change from the OND season with prevailing northeasterlies originating from the 

Sahara and a corresponding decrease in rainfall.  Overall, the dominant southeasterly flow is 

influential in increasing rainfall over the Highland regions and decrease in rainfall over the 

Congo tropical rainforest.  The flow illustrates that the ITCZ propagation to the north during 

the MAM season is not a simply reverse of southward progression during the OND season. 
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4.2 Rainfall-Circulation Relationships 

In this section we will describe the spatial and temporal patterns of the leading 

regional GHA (13.75°S - 16.25°N, 21.25°E - 51.25°E) eigenmodes.  Figure 4.3 shows the 

percent influence.  The first and second modes account for 22.3% and 12.8% of the variance, 

respectively.      

4.2.1 Regional EOF1 – Seasonal 

Regional EOF1 spatial pattern, Figure 4.4, illustrates the GHA region experiences 

negative loadings throughout the entire region.  The exception is southern coastal Kenaya 

and coastal Tanzania.  We take an approach similar to Schreck and Semazzi (2004) to 

ascertain the identity of the Regional CMAP EOF1 by way of examination of the leading 

CMAP global eigenmodes.  The Global EOF analysis illustrates the warm / cold (Global 

EOF1 / Global EOF2) phases of ENSO independently (Figure 4.5) with the negative loadings 

seen over GHA.   Both the cold and warm phases are believed to be separated because of the 

phase shifts in the ENSO cycle in the Pacific during MAM.  The Global analysis suggests 

that warm events tend to be more frequent or intense in MAM than the cold events.  

Unfortunately, determining which Global EOF corresponds to Regional CMAP EOF1 is 

more complicated than in the case of the OND season because the region experiences 

negative loadings over GHA during both phases.  Comparison of the time series of the 

Regional and Global EOFs (Figure 4.6) illustrates that1998 has similar anomalous peak of 

the same sign for regional and Global CMAP EOF1, thus we believe this mode to be the 

dominant contributor.  The Global CMAP EOF1 peaks are of the same sign as the regional 
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EOF for the 1983 and 1996 but smaller.  We suspect that during stronger ENSO events the 

decay occurs later than the average decay of a warm event, thus generating positive 

anomalous rainfall with strongest anomalies felt during the beginning of the season.  The 

demise of the warm event may occur within the season creating possible negative rainfall 

anomalies near the end of the season.  For excessively strong El Nino, such as 1997, we 

believe the positive anomalies may persist longer because of the slower decay of the event.  

Marginal ENSO events create differing signs within the season canceling the MAM ENSO 

seasonal affect, thus the poor correlation found between the MAM seasonal precipitation and 

SOI Index (Figure 4.7).  This is consistent with previous study of Ogallo et al. 1989.   

Previous results of Nicholson (1996) and Indeje (2000) suggest that during MAM decaying 

warm ENSO event creates negative rainfall anomalies.  This may be true, but we believe that 

this may be just a residual effect of the phase reversal indicated by our intra-seasonal 

analysis.  As for the onset of the 1997 and 1982 ENSO events, the seasonal signal is weak.   

Also, it is important to recall that Global EOF2 has similar loadings over the region and its 

influences can not be neglected.  For the cold phase of ENSO, we believe that the region will 

experience positive rainfall anomalies with respect to the whole MAM season.  This is 

consistent with previous findings of Camberlin and Philipon (2002) depicting cool eastern 

Pacific SST with a wet MAM season.  We also speculate that these events will also vary 

intra-seasonally in relation to the intensity of the ENSO event.  We will diagnose the intra-

seasonal onset and decay events in the intra-seasonal analysis.   

4.2.2 Regional EOF2 - Seasonal 

Regional CMAP EOF2 spatial pattern (Figure 4.9) shows positive anomalies over 

Sudan and northeast Ethiopia.  Negative loadings exist diagonally from central Somalia 
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across equatorial east Africa into the Congo tropical rainforest.  The time series is similar to 

the OND season demonstrating a decadal trend.  Schreck and Semazzi (2004) indicate the 

decadal trend may correspond to Global warming; therefore we compare Regional CMAP 

EOF2 to Hadley Climate Research Unit global average temperature.  Figure 4.10, illustrates 

that the two both increase over the analysis period.  In general, the decadal trend is 

representative of an increasing wetter MAM in northwest GHA and drier elsewhere.  The 

combined affect of the MAM and OND season would generate an increasingly wetter 

northwest GHA and drier in Southern GHA.  Somalia is the only region that compensates the 

increasing trend through an opposite loading relationship between the OND and MAM 

season.   

The correlation between the CMAP rainfall and the Tropical South Atlantic Index 

closely resembles the spatial pattern GHA CMAP EOF2 (Figure 4.11).  The positive 

correlations are located over northwest GHA with negative sign elsewhere.  The correlations 

are weaker than in the case of the OND season and perhaps statistically insignificant.  

However, the agreement between the EOF2 pattern and the Atlantic GHA correlation 

provides independent evidence that this phenomenon is physical.  Comparing the GHA 

CMAP EOF2 time series with the tropical South Atlantic Index, Figure 4.12, reveals similar 

out of phase relationships as in the OND season.  Overall, our results prove that the decadal 

trend acts over several seasons.  We suspect the characteristic phenomenon responsible for 

the decadal trend is the warming of the Atlantic Ocean.    

4.3 ENSO-Indian Ocean Relationship 

To diagnose the relationship between ENSO and the Indian Ocean, we use CMAP 

Global weighted wind composites and zoom onto the Maritime Continent and the 
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surrounding oceans (35°S - 35°N / 60°E -160°E).  There are two statistically significant 

composites that represent a relationship between ENSO and the Indian Ocean: Global CMAP 

EOF1 and Global CMAP EOF2.  As stated earlier, Global CMAP EOF1 represents the warm 

phase of ENSO and Global CMAP EOF2 represents of the cold phase of ENSO.  The 

loadings over the Indian Ocean do not illustrate the IOZM seen in the OND season.  Also, 

the loading patterns change over the Indian Ocean for El Nino and La Nina events during 

MAM.  Our objective here is to demonstrate the Indian Ocean rainfall-circulation 

relationships in an attempt to explain the non-existent IOZM and the pattern changes 

between El Nino and La Nina events over the Maritime Continent and Indian Ocean. 

 Focusing on the Maritime Continent for CMAP Global EOF1 (Figure 4.13) illustrates 

that the Maritime Continent is subdivided between negative loadings to the north and 

positive loadings to the south.  The positive anomalies extend from southern Sumatra into 

Australia.  The negative anomalies extend from northern Sumatra into southern China.     The 

Global EOF1 time series (Figure 4.14) shows that the peaks for CMAP Global EOF1 were in 

1983 and 1998.  Both events follow the strong El Nino years of 1982 and 1997 with the 

seasonal MAM SOI Index indicating warm events in MAM of 1983 and 1998 (Figure 4.15).  

This confirms our observations that Global EOF1 represents El Nino.   

The low-level 850mb (Figure 4.13) wind field shows anomalous anticyclonic flow in 

the western Pacific in association with negative loadings.  The upper-level 200mb flow, 

Figure 4.16, demonstrates the convergence aloft is consistent with Gills (1980) solution as 

discussed in section 3.3 on the OND season.  Examining the rainfall-circulation relationships 

and loading patterns over the Indian Ocean illustrates there is no IOZM.  The difference 

occurs near the Sumatra coast with the absence of the anomalous anticyclonic circulation.  
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The rainfall-circulation relationship of the Pacific Ocean and Bay of Bengal illustrate 

anomalous northerly flow inhibiting the upwelling and positive air-sea feedback favoring the 

development of the anomalous anticyclone near Sumatra.  Overall, the rainfall-circulation 

relationship illustrates that the southern Indian Ocean becomes wetter during El Nino events 

while the northern Indian Ocean becomes drier . 

Zooming onto the Maritime Continent for Global CMAP EOF2 (Figure 4.17) 

illustrates positive loadings over the Maritime Continent and negative loadings over the 

Indian Ocean.  The Global CMAP EOF2 time series depicts peaks during 1984, 1988, 1989, 

1999, 2000 and 2001.  The Global CMAP EOF2 time series, Figure 4.18, represents the SOI 

index for all of the above years except 1984.  The SOI Index reveals that the 1984 event was 

near normal during the MAM season.  Overall, the SOI Index seasonal index agrees that the 

cold phase was dominant in MAM during these years. 

The low-level 850mb wind field (Figure 4.17) illustrates convergence over the 

positive loadings of the Maritime Continent.  The upper-level 200mb flow (Figure 4.19) is 

consistent with the lower levels conserving the mass.  There rainfall-circulation relationship 

illustrates anomalous anticyclones at 200mb over northwestern India, northern Australia and 

east of the Australian coast.  The extension of the anomalous anticyclones can be seen 

through the upper level ridging which is conducive for low-level convergence seen at 850mb 

over the Maritime Continent.  As for the Indian Ocean, the low-level flow is not conducive 

for the development of the IOZM.   The low-level circulation relationship illustrate that 

during an intense Walker Circulation the flow is westerly over the Indian Ocean.  We believe 

that the westerly flow intensifies the Walker Circulation over the Indian Ocean with a 

corresponding decrease in rainfall throughout most of the Indian Ocean.  This is opposite of 
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what is expected for warm ENSO events during with enhanced easterlies over the Indian 

Ocean decreasing the intensity of the Indian Ocean Walker Circulation.   

4.4 Intra-seasonal Variability  

In this section we will discuss the intra-seasonal variability of interannual and decadal 

processes for GHA.  To investigate the intra-seasonal variability we performed EOF on 

pentad rainfall data over GHA (13.75°S - 16.25°N, 21.25°E - 51.25°E). Figure 4.20 shows 

the percent influence.  The scree test and Kaiser’s rule demonstrate the first two modes to be 

significant but with minor differences in comparison to the seasonal CMAP GHA EOFs.  

Regional Pentad CMAP EOF1 and EOF2 account for 14.0% and 9.0% of the variance, 

respectively.   

4.4.1 Intra-seasonal variability - Pentad CMAP EOF1 

The spatial pattern (Figure 4.21) and time series (Figure 4.22) of Pentad CMAP 

EOF1 is slightly different in comparison to seasonal Regional CMAP EOF1.  The seasonal 

analysis illustrates negative loadings over the entire region.  The pentad analysis illustrates 

positive anomalies to the south and negative anomalies to the north with the division centered 

on Lake Victoria.  The pattern suggests that ENSO spatial complexity increases for the intra-

seasonal analysis.  Our previous suggestion based on seasonal analysis suggested the decay 

of ENSO the season will experience positive anomalous rainfall at the beginning of the 

season.  During extremely strong events the positive anomalous rainfall will last longer.  As 

for the cold phase of ENSO, we expect a positive anomalous rainfall for the season.  We will 

also examine the onset years of the 1982 and 1997 El Nino events.  Indeje et al (2000) and 

Nicholson (1996) associate the onset with positive anomalous rainfall.   
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The decaying phase of El Nino (Figure 4.23) illustrates that during 1983 the positive 

anomalous rainfall becomes more negative towards the end of the season with respect to the 

negative loading region, which completely covered the region in the seasonal analysis.  In the 

pentad analysis the southern region will experience negative anomalous rainfall becoming 

more positive towards the end of the season.  As for the stronger 1998 season, Figure 4.23 

illustrates the positive and negative anomalies fluctuate.  This is expected because the 

intensity of the ENSO is stronger creating positive anomalous rainfall later in the season and 

delaying the trend towards negative anomalies seen in 1983.  The onset years of 1982 and 

1997 demonstrate the tendency for the season to be negative (Figure 4.24).  In 1982, the 

northern negative loading region experiences positive anomalous rainfall during the 

beginning of the season becoming negative towards the end of the season.  As for 1997, the 

negative loading region experiences negative anomalies throughout.  This may suggest that 

prior to strong ENSO years the northern negative loading region can expect strong negative 

anomalies to persist throughout the whole season.  This may serve as a predictor for the OND 

season of section 3.3.1 which demonstrated both the 1982 and 1997 seasonal OND rains 

were abnormally wet over GHA.  As for predictability of the MAM rains, the evolution of 

the decreasing tendency of the rainfall anomalies may be related to the Quasi-Biennial 

Oscillation (QBO).   Indeje and Semazzi (2000) indicate that prior to the season a decreasing 

tendency in the QBO generates decreasing rainfall throughout the MAM season.  Future 

research on the relation to the QBO may serve as a good predictor to the intra-seasonal 

rainfall anomalies.  As for the La Nina impact we examine the intra-seasonal variability of 

the three consecutive events of 1999, 2000, and 2001, Figure 4.25.  There is a tendency for 

the rainfall intensity to increase as the season progresses, illustrated by the trend in 1999 and 
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2001.  As for 2000, the entire season experienced strong positive anomalous rainfall.  It is 

important to notice that during these years the OND rains failed suggesting possible 

predictability.   

4.4.2 Intra-seasonal variability - Pentad CMAP EOF2 

Pentad CMAP EOF2 has a similar spatial pattern, Figure 4.26, in comparison to the 

seasonal Regional CMAP EOF2.  The pentad CMAP EOF2 illustrates negative loadings 

throughout GHA excluding northwest Ethiopia and Sudan.  Ethiopia and Sudan are the only 

areas where major differences exist between the seasonal and pentad CMAP EOF loading 

patterns with positive loadings seen in the seasonal analysis.  Close inspection of the time 

series shows promise of a trend (Figure 4.27).  This mode experiences larger pentad-pentad 

fluctuations in the earlier period than the later.  With respect to the pattern the northern 

regions experienced intense dry spells with large fluctuations to moderate to intense wet 

spells and vice versa for the southern region.  During the later period, there is a decreasing 

tendency for large fluctuation, hence the trend.  We investigate the intra-seasonal variability 

of the trend by rearranging the pentad time series as in the OND season.  Figure 4.28, 

illustrates the intra-seasonal variability of pentad CMAP EOF2.  There are signs of the trend 

within the first few pentads of March.  The remaining intra-seasonal variability of the time 

series illustrates no consistent trends with large interannual fluctuations for individual 

pentads.  This is also reflected in the smaller correlation between the rainfall and the Tropical 

South Atlantic Index in Figure 4.11 for MAM compared to Figure 3.12 for OND. Also, there 

are large negative events indicative of the dry spells of the earlier years.  These large events 

do not have a tendency to occur during a certain part of the season. 
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4.5 Parallel Climate Model (PCM) – Seasonal Variability 

 In this section, we will describe the modes of variability diagnosed by the EOF 

method for the tropics (30°S-30°N, around the globe) and GHA (13.75°S - 16.25°N, 21.25°E 

- 51.25°E).  The EOF analysis is performed on two separate periods, the Historical (1979-

1999) and the Projected - business as usual (2000-2025) precipitation data.  It is important to 

note the SST field evolves in the model from the initial conditions with no flux adjustment.  

Therefore, we can not expect the EOF model time series from year to year to represent the 

year to year EOF time series produced by the observed conditions.  The model EOF should 

have a similar periodicity and loading patterns as depicted by the dominant observed modes 

of variability.  Also, the PCMH and PCMP do not represent an ensemble mean.  The EOFs 

are representative of variability produced by a single member.  Below we will describe the 

possible variability and regional model deficiency associated with these runs.     

4.5.1 PCM Historical (PCMH) Variability 

We first examine the PCMH rainfall patterns in comparison to the observed rainfall 

data.  The overall patterns are similar, Figure 4.29, but the model significantly overestimates 

the rainfall.  We hypothesize the differences are systematic; therefore, we diagnose the 

variability of the PCMH in comparison to the CMAP EOFs.  We do realize that if the 

systematic bias is larger than the error our results are insignificant.  Closer inspection in 

comparison of observed and PCMH reveals large differences near the Tanzania coast and 

over the Highland regions.  The PCMH illustrates that the large anomalies observed over 

Tanzania is over the Indian Ocean near coastal Tanzania.  As for the highland regions, the 

course resolution smoothes the high rainfall peaks seen in the observed.  Overall, EOF 
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analysis performed on the Historical PCM data will demonstrate if the model can reproduce 

the observed variability.   

EOF analysis performed on the tropical region from 1979-1999 reveals one 

significant mode of variability, Figure 4.30.  The percent of variability of this mode is 11.5%.  

The spatial pattern, Figure 4.31, illustrates ENSO as the dominant mode of variability similar 

to Global CMAP EOF1.  The PCMH EOF1 does not separate the warm and cold phase as in 

the Global CMAP EOF1 analysis.  The loading patterns between the two EOFs differ over 

the GHA region and Indian Ocean.  Overall, we believe the model can characterize the 

ENSO over the Pacific during MAM.  Since we can not definitively define ENSO 

contribution to the MAM season, we can not rule out the model EOF results over the GHA 

region.  The PCMH model results suggests the warm phase of ENSO would correspond to 

positive anomalous rainfall over equatorial, south west GHA with normal conditions over 

northern GHA.  The peak and periodicity of PCMH EOF1 is shown in Figure 4.32.  The 

large fluctuations between large positive El Nino and large negative La Nina supports the 

model does not separate the two as being distinctly different.  

 EOF analysis performed on the GHA region from 1979-1999 reveals two significant 

modes of variability accounting for 22.8% and 15.3% of the variance, Figure 4.33.  The 

spatial pattern for the first mode, Figure 4.34, illustrates positive loadings through all of 

eastern GHA and nearby Indian Ocean.  Western GHA demonstrates a tri-polar nature with 

negative anomalies over southern Sudan, southwest Uganda, and northwest Tanzania in 

between the positive loadings of equatorial to 5°N GHA.  The time series, Figure 4.35, 

reveals 1989 as the only dominant year for this pattern.  Since we have no other patterns 
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similar to this in either of the observational EOFs or in the historical tropical EOF, we can 

not characterize the phenomenon responsible for such a pattern.    

 The spatial pattern for the second mode, Figure 4.36, illustrates a pattern loading 

similar to seasonal CMAP EOF2 with positive loadings in western and northwestern GHA 

and negative loadings near coastal and southern GHA.  We speculated seasonal CMAP EOF2 

was related to the South Atlantic Index but the correlations were much weaker than in the 

OND case.   Investigating and comparing the PCM Historical EOF2 and tropical PCM 

Historical EOF1 (ENSO) time series, Figure 4.37, reveals compelling evidence that they are 

characteristically representing ENSO.  The combination of the time series being similar to 

ENSO and a spatial pattern similar to seasonal CMAP EOF leads us to hypothesize that the 

trend mode may also be associated with ENSO.  Further research within this area will help 

reveal which is more important for pattern or are they separate entities working together. 

4.5.2 PCM Projected (PCMP) Variability 

 We first examine the PCMP rainfall patterns in comparison to the historical PCM 

rainfall data.  The overall patterns are similar, Figure 4.38, with regional differences.  

Differences can be seen over northern GHA (Somalia, Ethiopia) and southeastern GHA 

(Kenya Tanzania).  In comparison, the northern regions seem to be getting wetter and vice 

versa for the southern regions.  EOF analysis performed on the EOF Projected PCM data will 

diagnose the variability associated during the time period.  In comparison to the PCMH EOF, 

temporal and spatial changes may be indicative of global warming. 

EOF analysis performed on the tropical region from 2000-2025 reveals one 

significant mode of variability, Figure 4.39.  The percent of variability of this mode is 12.5%.  

The spatial pattern, Figure 4.40, illustrates ENSO as the dominant mode of variability similar 
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to Global CMAP EOF1 but with a dipole pattern across GHA.  The dipole pattern depicts 

positive anomalies of northern GHA and negative anomalies over southern GHA. The time 

series, Figure 4.41, shows an increasing trend towards more frequent positive events.  

Overall, the mode illustrates ENSO causes the northern regions to experience stronger 

positive anomalous events and vice versa for the southern regions. 

EOF analysis performed on the GHA region from 2000-2025 reveals two significant 

modes of variability, Figure 4.42.  The percent variability of the modes are 37.5% and 

14.7%, respectively.  The spatial pattern and time series, Figure 4.43 and Figure 4.44, 

illustrates that one anomalous event occurred within the time series with strong positive 

loadings over Somalia, Sudan and southwest of Lake Victoria.  Negative loadings are seen 

over southwestern Kenya and Tanzania.  Interestingly, a similar feature is seen in the 

regional GHA for the historical period.  This may suggest that an intra-decadal variability 

exists over GHA, which can only be seen if extended over many decades.   

PCM projected EOF2 spatial pattern, Figure 4.45, illustrates positive anomalies over 

Sudan and Ethiopia which extend diagonally through Lake Victoria and the Congo tropical 

rainforest.  Negative anomalies are over Kenya and Tanzania again extending diagonally into 

further into the southern Congo tropical rainforest.  The pattern is similar to the PCMP 

Historical EOF2 with the positive anomalies shifted further southeast.  Therefore, we again 

compare the PCMP GHA time series with tropical PCMP EOF1, Figure 4.46, which shows 

the phasing and peaks are similar.  Therefore, the projected time series agrees with previous 

speculation that the trend mode is related to ENSO.  Overall, the model illustrates that the 

positive anomalous rainfall is shifting over time towards southeastern GHA with negative 

anomalies intensity increasing over Kenya and Tanzania.  The model leads us to speculate 
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that the southern regions will experience increasing intensity in droughts with shifting 

positive anomalies over northern GHA which may become negative overtime.  
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Figure 4.1: Percent (× 100) seasonal (MAM) contribution to the annual total. 

 

Figure 4.2: Climatological 850mb wind field and influential air streams during MAM. 
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Figure 4.3: Percent Variance of MAM GHA precipitation. 
  

 

Figure 4.4: Regional CMAP EOF1 850mb weighted wind composite. 
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Figure 4.5: Global weighted wind composite for a) EOF1 b) EOF2 
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Figure 4.6: EOF time series for GHA CMAP EOF1 (blue), Global EOF1 (pink), Global 
EOF2 (green) 

 

 
Figure 4.7 Correlation between MAM standardized CMAP data (1979-2000) and the SOI 

Index. 
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Figure 4.8: Regional CMAP EOF1 200mb weighted wind composite. Dashed line represents 
strong upper level convergence. 

 
Figure 4.9: Regional CMAP EOF2 850mb weighted wind composite. 
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Figure 4.10: Five-point smooth time series for Hadley Climate Research Unit Temperature 

(pink) and Regional CMAP EOF2 (blue). 
 
 

 

Figure 4.11: Correlation between MAM standardized CMAP data (1979-2000) and the TSAI. 
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between Tropical South Atlantic Index (blue) and Regional CMAP 
EOF2 (pink). 
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Figure 4.13: Global CMAP EOF1 for MAM over the Maritime Continent and surrounding 
ocean basins -850mb weighted wind composite 
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Figure 4.14: Global CMAP EOF1 time series for MAM. 
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Figure 4.15: MAM Seasonal SOI Index. 

 
 

Figure 4.16: Global CMAP EOF1 for MAM over the Maritime Continent and surrounding 
ocean basins -200mb weighted wind composite. 
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Figure 4.17: Global CMAP EOF2 for MAM over the Maritime Continent and surrounding 

ocean basins -850mb weighted wind composite. 
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Figure 4.18: Global CMAP EOF2 time series for MAM. 
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Figure 4.19: Global CMAP EOF2 for MAM over the Maritime Continent and surrounding 

ocean basins -200mb weighted wind composite. 
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Figure 4.20: Percent Variance of Pentad MAM precipitation. 
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Figure 4.21: MAM Pentad CMAP EOF1 Spatial Pattern 
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Figure 4.22: Comparison between MAM Pentad CMAP EOF1 (blue), MAM Pentad CMAP 
EOF1 Running Mean (green) and MAM Seasonal Regional CMAP EOF1 (burgundy).  There 
are 18 pentads per year with the seasonal value centered on the 10th pentad for comparison. 
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Figure 4.23: Decay of the of El Nino in a) 1983 b) 1998.  After every sixth pentad a new 
month begins as noted by the x gridlines. 
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Figure 4.24: Onset of El Nino in a) 1982 b) 1997.  After every sixth pentad a new month 
begins as noted by the x gridlines. 
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Figure 4.25: La Nina events of a) 1999 b) 2000 c) 2001.  After every sixth pentad a new 
month begins as noted by the x gridlines.    
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Figure 4.26: MAM Pentad CMAP EOF2 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 4.27: Comparison between MAM Pentad CMAP EOF2 (blue), MAM Pentad CMAP 

EOF2 Running Mean (green) and MAM Seasonal Regional CMAP EOF2 (burgundy).  There 
are 18 pentads per year with the seasonal value centered on the 10th pentad for comparison. 
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Figure 4.28 Intra-seasonal variability of the decadal trend for a) March b) April c) May.  The 
x-axis gridlines represents the beginning of a new pentad.  Each pentad contains the Pentad 

CMAP EOF2 amplitudes in order from 1979-2001. 
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Figure 4:29: Seasonal average of a) Historical PCM Precipitation (1979-2001)  

b) observed (1960-1990) precipitation   
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Figure 4.30: Percent variance for PCM Historical tropical Precipitation. 
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Figure 4.31: PCM Historical (1979-1999) tropical EOF1 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 4.32: PCM Historical (1979-1999) tropical EOF1 time series. 
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Figure 4.33: Percent variance for PCM Historical GHA Precipitation  
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Figure 4.34: PCM Historical (1979-1999) GHA EOF1 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 4.35: PCM Historical (1979-1999) GHA EOF1 time series. 
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Figure 4.36: PCM Historical (1979-1999) GHA EOF2 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 4.37: PCM Historical (1979-1999) GHA EOF2 time series (pink) and  
PCM Historical Tropical time series (blue). 
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Figure 4.38: Seasonal average of a) PCM Historical (1979-1999) precipitation  

b) PCM Projected (2000-2025) Precipitation. 
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Figure 4.39: Percent variance for PCM Projected tropical Precipitation  
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Figure 4.40: PCM Projected (2000-2025) tropical EOF1 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 4.41: PCM Projected (2000-2025) tropical EOF1 time series 
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Figure 4.42: Percent variance for PCM Projected GHA Precipitation 
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Figure 4.43: PCM Projected (2000-2025) GHA EOF1 spatial pattern  
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Figure 4.44: Percent variance for PCM Projected GHA Precipitation 
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Figure 4.45: PCM Projected (2000-2025) GHA EOF2 spatial pattern. 
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Figure 4.46: PCM Projected (2000-2025) GHA EOF2 time series. 
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5.  Summary and Conclusions 

 This study uses statistical tools to investigate and characterize the intra-seasonal, 

interannual and decadal variability during the seasonal rains over GHA.  Our study focuses 

on the recent GHA climate variability because of the enhanced temporal and spatial 

distribution of rainfall data due to satellites and possible impacts associated with global 

warming.  We also use model historical and projected precipitation from the Parallel Climate 

Model to diagnose the model’s capability of reproducing observed variability, and a possible 

outlook on how the variability will change with increased CO2.    

In Chapter 3, we address the observed and projected variability of the OND season.  

We ascertain the identity of GHA CMAP EOF1 as ENSO by correlating the SOI Index and 

CMAP rainfall.  This pattern is associated with an anomalous circulation linked to the Indian 

Ocean.  There is a symmetrical flow at 200mb with easterly anomalies over the equatorial 

Indian Ocean which turn westerly towards the northern and southern portions of the domain 

related to the enhanced deep convection of western equatorial Indian Ocean.  The overall 

nature of the flow is to weaken the Walker Circulation.  In general, the weakened Walker 

Circulation enhances coastal GHA rainfall by increasing the moisture availability over the 

region.  The moisture is limited to the eastern portions of the Highlands supported through 

the low-level circulation.  The low-level circulation also demonstrates that enhanced 

precipitation during ENSO events over western GHA is through westerly unstable winds 

from the Congo tropical rainforest and a shift in the Walker Circulation over western GHA.   

GHA seasonal CMAP EOF2 demonstrates a decadal trend similar to the global 

warming trend.  Correlating CMAP rainfall with the tropical south Atlantic Index depicts 

similar patterns in which the interannual variability of the trend can be out of phase.  We link 
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the index to global warming which is consistent with previous finding of Schreck and 

Semazzi (2004).  We suggest that the decadal trend is associated with a low background 

frequency in which the moisture capacity increases as the Atlantic Ocean warms.  The out of 

phase relationship may be linked to a change in intensity of the wind during years when the 

tropical south Atlantic is significantly warm.       

 We also diagnose the rainfall circulation-relationship between ENSO and the Indian 

Ocean.  There are two significant EOFs related to ENSO with the second mode separated 

because 1997 dominates all other events in the time series.  For the first mode, the rainfall 

circulation relationships illustrate upper level convergence over the western Pacific.  The 

convergence creates an anomalous Walker cell with sinking motion and dry conditions for 

the Maritime Continent and Australia during warm events.  The sinking motion acts as an 

atmospheric heat sink generating low-level anticyclonic flow.  There are six corresponding 

low –level anticyclonic circulations.  They are in co-existence with the IOZM.  The low-level 

anticyclonic circulation near Sumatra benefits from a positive air-sea feedback due to the 

coastal upwelling, surface evaporation and vertical mixing.  The remaining anticyclonic 

circulations reinforce the IOZM through wind momentum.  As for EOF2, the IOZM remains 

intact with a shifting Walker Circulation towards into western equatorial Pacific.  The 

difference here is in 1997 the low-level anticyclonic flow in the Indian Ocean is reinforced 

by an additional anticicylonic circulation over the Indian Ocean which enhances the coastal 

upwelling near Sumatra strengthening the IOZM in 1997.  As for the Maritime Continent, a 

reversal in sign is seen over Australia and north of Sumatra.   

 The intra-seasonal variability of pentad EOF1 is related to ENSO.  The intra-seasonal 

variations illustrates that during warm ENSO events the standard deviation is largest.  The 
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intra-seasonal composite of the large events did not depict wet spells during the year.  As for 

cold ENSO events the standard deviation is not separated far from the normal conditions 

causing intra-seasonal fluctuations between frequent dry spells and occasional wet spells.    

 The intra-seasonal variability of the Indian Ocean and warm ENSO events 

demonstrated that individual rainfall peaks may or may not be related to the warm SST 

anomalies near coastal GHA.  The increased SST is consistent with increased seasonal 

rainfall over GHA during these events.  Overlaying the wind anomalies with the SST 

indicated that the total wind field needed to be able to penetrate the coastal areas for a spike 

in the pentad time series to occur.    

 The intra-seasonal variability of the trend of pentad CMAP EOF2 illustrated a 

decadal trend within each month of the OND season.  The largest trend was in October.  This 

is the onset month of the rainy season for much of GHA.  In conjunction with the spatial 

pattern, the northern portions of GHA experience an increasing trend in rainfall and vice 

versa for the southern region.  The trend is weaker but remains persistent through the entire 

season.      

 The PCM tropical Historical EOF during the OND season demonstrates that the 

model is capable of reproducing observed variability.  Interestingly, the model separates the 

Indian Ocean Zonal Mode and ENSO, unlike Global CMAP EOF1 and EOF2.  The PCMH 

EOF indicates the Indian Ocean is separated from the anomalous shift and changing 

circulation associated with ENSO.  This is similar to previous findings of Li et al. (2003) and 

Webster et al. (2001) in which they speculate that the Indian Ocean Zonal Mode is intrinsic 

to the ocean basin.  The IOZM is the characteristic phenomenon in tropical PCMH EOF2.  
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We find that the IOZM is the characteristic phenomenon responsible for the dominant mode 

of variability over GHA. 

 The PCM projected GHA EOF reveals up to four significant modes of variability.  

Unfortunately, the spatial patterns change to be unrecognizable for the majority of the modes.  

The projected rainfall data depicts that the region is experiencing significant changes with 

respect to observed and historical PCM precipitation.  The northern regions are becoming 

drier and the southern regions are becoming wetter.  This is opposite of the observations, thus 

the unrecognizable spatial patterns. 

 In Chapter 4, we address the observed and projected climate variability for the MAM 

season.  We perform EOF on the Global CMAP and regional CMAP data.  We find that the 

Global EOF anlaysis illustrates the warm/cold (Global EOF1/EOF2) phases of ENSO 

independently with negative loadings over GHA in both EOFs.  The GHA CMAP EOF1 

analysis is dominated by the warm phase of ENSO.  Our evidence supports that marginal 

ENSO events create differing signs within the season canceling the MAM ENSO seasonal 

affect, thus the poor correlation found between the MAM seasonal precipitation and SOI 

Index.  As for Regional EOF2, there is a consistent decadal trend similar to the OND season 

but the spatial pattern differs.  Based on the patterns and time series of the MAM and OND 

season the combined affected would generate an increasingly wetter northwest GHA and 

drier southern GHA.  Somalia is the only region that compensates the increasing trend 

through an opposite loading relationship between the OND and MAM seasons.   

 We also diagnose the relationship between ENSO and the Indian Ocean for both the 

warm and cold phase.  During MAM there is no IOZM pattern with respect to ENSO.  The 

difference between the MAM and OND season is the absence of the anomalous anticyclonic 
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circulation near the coast of Sumatra for both the warm and cold phases.  The flow is actually 

reversed indicative of the negative phase of the IOZM, downwelling and positive SST 

anomalies near Sumatra. 

 We characterize the intra-seasonal variability of pentad EOF1 with ENSO.  The 

pattern change and temporal change illustrates the complexity in both time and space as 

suggested by the canceling affects of ENSO during MAM.  By diagnosing individual events 

for the onset and decay of ENSO, we illustrate that during the decay of marginal warm 

ENSO events rainfall can begin positive and becomes negative towards the end of the season.  

During strong warm ENSO events the wet and dry spells may be more extreme with pentads 

of excessive rainfall.   

 Pentad CMAP EOF2 for MAM has a similar spatial pattern to the regional CMAP 

EOF2.  The time series illustrates that this mode experiences larger pentad-to-pentad 

fluctuation in the earlier period than the later.  With respect to beginning period and the 

pattern the northern regions experience intense dry spells with large fluctuations to moderate 

to intense wet spells and vice versa for the southern regions.  During the later period, there is 

a decreasing tendency for large fluctuations, hence the trend.         

 The PCM Historical Model precipitation provides new insight to the seasonal CMAP 

EOF2 trend mode.  PCMH GHA EOF2 and tropical EOF1 represent ENSO variability.  The 

PCMH spatial pattern increases precipitation over northern GHA and decreases the 

precipitation over southern GHA with no trend in the time series.  As we progress, into the 

future, PCMP, the model depicts the same mode and begins to develop a trend.  Further 

research may help depict the characteristic phenomenon of the trend.  Also, PCMH GHA 

EOF1 and PCMP GHA EOF1 illustrate a single spike that dominates both modes.      
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